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Speaking Out

The Anchor

A National l:risis State

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Founded in 1928

by Cindy Stergis

The ANCHOR is located on the third floor of the Student
Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone: 831-6600,extensions 311and 471.
The ANCHOR is composed weekly, during the school
year. It is printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4
Church Street, Ware, Mass.
The ANCHOR accepts advertising. The rate is $1.50 per
column inch. A 10 per cent discount is given to campus
organizations. Classified advertising in "Free Classifieds"
is FREE to members of the RIC Community. For further
inforrri~rtion,consult our advertising manager.
The ANCHOR is edited entirely by its student editorial
staff. All decisions made on the ANCHOR are made by
them. No form or censorship nor alteration of style will be
made on any material accepted for publication. However,
any materials found unacceptable• or unsuitable by the
ANCHOReditorial board will not be published. The views
of the ma~erial appearing in the ANCHORare those of the
writer -and do not necessarily reflect upon the
Administration, faculty or staff of Rhode Island College.
Unsigned editorials reflect the views of the ANCHOR
editorial board.
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Among other developments this week we are told that Nixon's latest candidate for the Attorney General's office, William Saxbe, gave a speech in Hong Kong last August to a group of
Americans in which he declared that any incriminating evidence on tape should be destroyed. and
further stated that this was the President's 'right'. Certainly a somewhat deviant approach to
constitutional law. Last week we were reminded by Mr. Ford himself that he is 'no angel', certainly not an appropriate statement for a man who might indeed become our next President. We
need someone who radiates security and trust, not a yes-man who can be manipulated from a faraway citadel somewhere in Florida or Maryland. It must be admitted that he is not an achiever, or
at least not one who can be trusted to achieve the many economic an_dpolitical goals to be reached
now.
We are calling then, for general proclamation of a national crisis state by Congress, with
immediate initiation of impeachment proceedings. Furthermore, we demand •another
Presidential election no later than March. To accomplish this all candidates must declare
themselves as such without the usual events that occur during 'open season'. The parties must pull
together as they have never done before in the interest of our nation's welfare.
It would seem that this is the only fair turn to take in light of latest events. It would hardly
seem right to allow Gerald Ford to take the Presidential seat if he is being invited in by a man who
destroys incriminating evidence against himself (recall Charles A. Wright's notification of last
week of Judge Sirica that two of the nine tapes do not exist). Let Mr. Ford take his place among
the other candidates and earn his right to office.
One final point. The citizens of this country must come out of their emotional muddle and
demand that justice be done. Such folly cannot be allowed to continue. Let Congress know you
want immediate action, to the very extent that an emergency constitutional amendment be
enacted allowing another election. Anything to protect this great country from the foibles of
Richard Nixon.

Pastore Responds to
Impeachment Editorial
To The Edi tor :
The firing of Mr. Cox as an independent prosecutor is an outand-out breach of faith with the American people. I resent it and I
condemn it and state unequivocally that there was no call for it.
On the matter of impeachment, you may rest assured that if
and when articles of impeachment are sent to the Senate by the
House of Representatives and a trial is held before the Senate, I
shall do my duty without f~ar or favor to anyone in connection
with impeachment.
Thank you for communicating with me.

We wish to inform all the
members
of the campus
community of the following:
Our advisor, Dr. Robert W.
Comery, so thoroughly objected. to our recent contest
("Name Your Most Bizarre
Wish or Sexual Fantasy")
which ran throughout the first
four week's of this year's
Anchor, and the results of
which appeared in the Oct. 25th
issue, page 12, that he refused
to
sign
withdrawal
authorization for the funds.
We sincerely regret any
offense rendered to him and to
any other member of the RIC
community and respectfully
apologize
for any poor
judgment on our part.
However, we do wish to
make clear the very important
point that we, the editorial
board of the Anchor, retain
complete control of materials
published in the Anchor. In this
situation, we faced the options
of either
accepting
Dr.
Comery's reservations
or
finding a new advisor. Since we
value Dr. Comery's assistance
and his opinion, we chose the
former.

To the Editor:
I would like to comment on
an advertisement which appeared on pages 7 and 8 of the
25October issue of The Anchor.
The advertisement· tells of a
firm which will perform
"research assistance" at $2.75
per page. I interpret this as
just a euphemism for a paper• writing company.

Sincerely yours,
John 0. Pastore
United States Senator
JOP:ls

Def ends Fantasies

·t,"-

'Q

Dear Editor:
I must make a response to
Mr. Edward L. Rondeau '62,
'and his attack upon the Bizarre
Reply:
Wish-Sexua1 Fantasy contest.
He ts attacking me, as I am one_
Sticks and Stones
of the twenty-two elite, a prime
example of the sexual pervert,
I apologize for omitting .the the "Dirty Dog" of R. Crumb's
name of Normand P;irenteau Comix, here on the Rhode
from my review of three weeks
Island College campus.
ago. I do wish that the four
young women who sent me the
It is a fact that human beings
letter had identified
the have imagination, some more
organization with which they than others, and the fantasy
are affiljated. Furthermore, I that follows. Humans; children
wish the picture of Jamie and adults; male and female-,
Brockett
had not gone fantasize.
Fantasy,
often
unidentified in last week's sexual, i_s inherent in our
issue. Finally, I am Maureen psychological makeup.
Mulvaney, not Ms., Miss, or
Mrs.
Expressions of fantasy may
be real or fabricated. They
certainly do not do anyone who
Cover Story
has the capability to understand them any harm.
Mayor McCheese is, under Fantasy is or can be ennormal circumstances,
Ms. tertaining, just as Mr. RonJodie Vota. Ms. Vota was seen deau's letter to the Anchor was
campaigning last October 31st. entertaining to me.

360 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

Apologia

Attacks '"Term
Paper" Ads

She stumped throughout the
Dining Center and Roberts
Auditorium
during
the
Inaugural proceedings
for
President Charles Willard.

I should hope that all
tradition is not kept in the
content of the Anchor, not
meant as a comment on Dr.
Charles B. Williard or the
When asked for the reason present Anchor staff. Transfor her campaign, Ms. Vota, gression from tradition should
always be possible. It is enreplied, "It's Halloween!"

tirely my op1mon that the
contest, though possibly not the
finest contest imaginable;
reflected some interest, perverted or not, and is valuable
for that reason. Please, Mr.
Rondeau, suggest another
contest. I cannot say if it will
be adopted, though, as I am not
an Anchor staff member.
Mr. Rondeau questions my
taste and that of the other
twenty-one, along with the
staff that supported this. I
question his. I will offer no
apology for my ' mental
thoughts transformed onto
paper and submitted to a
contest. Perhaps if Mr. Rondeau could gather all twentytwo of us together we could
each give him •some of our
excremental taste.
Jeffrey A. Horton

The ANCHOR
will NOTbe published
on No,. 22th.,
Thanksgi,ing
week.
Deadlinefor the
No,. 15th issueis
Monday,No,. 12th.

Such companies are completely culpable- for the
plagiarism which results from
students turning in someone
else's research as their own.
This represents one of the most
serious breaches of academic
honor and I feel that it is highly
inappropriate that The Anchor
will carry such advertisements
since it will only serve to aid
this paper-writing service. I
hope that the editorial will
think
carefully
about
publishing such notices in· the
future.
Sincerely yours,
Richard Lobban
Assistant Professor
of Anthropology
Editor's response: I am sorry·
that Mr. Lobban is concerned
over the possibility that the
ANCHOR is aiding
and
abetting plagiarism. We are
sensitive to those concerns and
sought
and
received
assurances from the company
in question that they were not
in the business of printing term
papers before we ran their ad.
if anyone
can
However,
produce evidence to the contrary, we will discontinue the
ad. Consider, however, the
fact, that we of the ANCHOR
have faced serious budget cuts
and have sought the aid of the
faculty through their subscription support. We feel that
we must remind
faculty
members who object to our
acceptance of term papers ads
that they contribute to the
financial
situation
which
prompts our "mercenary"
attitude by failing to support
us.
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'Ghost Dance' at Trinity Square

Robert Mayoh: Lilliputian
The Clear and Present Danger
" ... that people must needs
be mad or strangely infatuated
that build the chief hope of
their common happiness or
safety to a single person, who,
if he happen to be good can do
no more than another man; if
to be bad, hath in his hands to
do more evil without check
than millions of other men."

John Milton, The Ready and
Easy Wav. 1660.

Mr. Nixon has met his
nemesis. After Cox and the
missing tapes, his Presidency
with little
is moribund,
possible chance of recovery.
The most recent Gallup poll
that over 60
demonstrates
percent of the American people
have withdrawn their faith in
him. This means, in effect,
the
they have withdrawn
sovereign power which makes
the Presidency what it is. The
office cannot function without
of that
the maintenance
essential power. Mr. Nixon has
apparently
lost it, and
irredeemiably.
It is obvious he is hiding a
load of dirt. The matter of the
missing tapes only demonstrates the paucity of his
defense, its ugly amorality,
and its endless machinations.
Mr. Nixon appears willing to
stoop to just about any level of
denial and excuse. Does he not
realize he has lost it already?
He talks about what it takes,
demonwhile continually
strating just what it is he does
not hav . He has failed his
country shamefully - failed it
morally and ethically. As a
nation we have collectively
exercised a moral conscience
which finds him to be finally
repugnant.

Right now, Richard Nixon is
clinging to his office. The dirt
continues to pile up - there
seems no end to it. He is like a
man on a tiny island which is
losing sand all the time. One
wonders how desperate he
really feels in the feverish
working of his brain. The
psychological burdens must be
immense <We have been told
he still sleeps soundly at night.
however). Imagine all that he
is hiding. And if he has actually
with the tapes.
tampered
imagine how he must appear if
he considers his stance in front
of his Mormon mother's God.
Or has that just been another
line of bull. as well. all these
years?
In the pressing light of all
this. three more years is
clearly too long to for being rid
of him at last. For we will
never be rid of him till we
effectively settle or separation
from his major wrong doing.
Otherwise we condone it.
which would be a serious
to oursel\·es.
disservice
Richard Nixon is not worth
that.
If we allow oursel\·es to shirk
Richard
from confronting

Affairs

delude ourselves if we think the
persuasive power of popular
will sway his
Nixon's threat to our way of sentiment
government because of a lack._,. resolve. His resignation may
of resolve on our part, then we be called for from all quarters,
will surely have failed as a as it is more and more, but he
people. Vietnam and Richard will not budge. The real threat
Nixon, taken together, have of impeachment is obviously a
this serious danger, and a real one,
weakened
seriously
a but he is apparently banking on
nation. They represent
ambivalent
nation's
at our the
thrust
damaging
over the whole
capacity to govern ourselves. feelings
They could destroy us. Im- process. He may still feel he
possible, you say? -pointing to can possibly ride this thing to
our economy and our position the end and actually come out
in the world as proof of our winning.
everlasting resiliency. But I
What does he feel he can
think not, for a nation to
remain strong requires the win? To answer that, we need
only consider what he knows he
utmost diligence to the ideals
which guide it. Our economic will lose if he leaves office. He
his
understands
certainly
livelihood is self-perpetuating
at this point, that is no doubt Presidency is now in virtual
ruins and what he can possibly
true; but if our moral capacity
as a people breaks down, then hope to accomplish in the
we no longer possess the future has been severally
livelihood of conscience which curtailed because of it; but
truly sustains us. Or have we that is not his principal condegenerated into a nation of cern. Richard Nixon needs the
future only in order to help
mere materialists?
recoup, to whatever degree is
the losses of the past.
possible,
our
When we relinquish
conscience, which is our sense Its a holding action at best, but
of justice - and the clear and its all he has left. He cradles
foreign
present danger from Richard certain significant
policy achievements of his first
Nixon aims in that direction in
and
then we will have failed to heed administration,
justifying himself, for that is
our ideals, the determining
of his
factor, supposedly, in making the sole activity
existence from now on, he
us who we are.
believes that these will take
++++
their stand in time, when all is
placed in its proper perMr. Nixon 'Should resign in spective.
the national interest. If he
understood his duty to the
American people, who he has
The Presidency cannot be
no right to rule over but only to coveted like that, however, like
represent, he would have done a personal possession, and it is
so already. He clings to the this country's responsibility to
Presidency because it is all he • make sure that it is not. The
has left. As he strove to be only course of action left for
elected to high office, not to this nation in the face of
political
any
initiate
Richard Nixon's challenge is
philosophy or program which impeachment. The man must
he believed deeply in and vacate his office, and since he
wished to implement for the refuses to avail himself of the
good of his country, but only to opportunity
to sLep aside
satiate his lifelong quest for the voluntarily,
he must be
top, just to fulfill some deep- compelled through the process
seated need to be there, so it of law.
should be obvio•.1s why he
11-6,73
cannot reason with himself and
say, "yes, for the good of the
country, it would be better if I
stepped down." Richard Nixon
could give a hoot for the
Whensubcountry when it comes to
compromising himself in the
mittingan
bargain. He refuses to be
rejected as President because
that would entail the omission
that Richard Nixon, the man,
article to the
had been rejected. and this he
cannot accept.
The only tning Richard
please
ANCHOR
Nixon believes in - the only
thing he has enr believed in is himself. He could not go a
set your
dav without that fundamental
ra{th at the root of his
How otherwise
marginsat
existence.
could he'have made it this far?
stubdemonstrated
His
60 spaces
bornnc>ss and gall. his contempt for the people. is an
,ncrectible thing to see. but it is
and
nothing new - it is only being
exposed by the extremity of
e\·ents.
doublespace.
Richard Nixon will pro\"e a
fighter to the bitter end. and we
. '

If',

Square
Trinity
The
now
company,
Repertory
housed in the
fashionably
old
renovated
completely
on
theatre
Majestic
Washington street in downtown
Providence, has kicked off its
11th season this fall with two
American plays - the 'world
premiere' of 'Ghost Dance,' a
new play by Stuart Vaughan,
plus a revival nf Rnbert Penn
Warren's drama for verse and
vnices, 'Brnthers Tn Dragcms.'
B(lth are histnrical plays, and
deal with aspects nf American
histnrical guilt. As Trinity
Square is especially c0ncerned
with theatre as a means for
public instructi0n, and as they
have always p0ssessed a bent
fnr revisinnist histnry, the less
t.han hnnnrable underside nf
A11erican histnry has been
well suited tn their purpnse.
'Ghost
Stuart Vaughan's
which began its
Dance,'
current run last Thursday in
Trinity's new large upstairs
Lederer theatre, deals with the
plight of the American Indian,
as focused through the last
years of Chief Sitting Bull's life
on a North Dakota reservation.
The action of the play concerns
itself with the religion of the
Ghost Dance, which the Indians believed had been given
to them through the coming of
a new Christ, who was to help
them defeat the white men and
gain back the lost buffalo.
Under the mystical spell of
the Ghost Dance, a vision of the
new world to come might be
had. But to the Indian agents
and government 'protectors' of
the enslaved Sioux, the Ghost
Dance is perceived as an instigatory menace, which could
easily lead ut1to the large-scale
insurrection they so fear from
the subdued tribes, and so it is
expressly forbidden.
The central confrontation in
Vaughan's play arises between
(Richard
Bull
Sitting
Kneeland) and the government
agent on the Standing Rock
an Irishman,
Reservation,
named McLaughlin (George
Martin), over the continuance
of the Ghost Dance. To the
Indians, the dance holds the
hope of freedom; to the white
overseers, it is an expression of
be
must
and
rebellion
repressed. To Sitting Bull,who
realizes that the new Christ, an
Araphao named Wovoka, is
probably a hoax and the
rewards of the dance an
illusion, the symbolic rite of
the dance is nnnetheless vital
penple,
tn his atrnphied
precisely because it is an
illusinn, which is all his people
have left.Ill-clad and ill-fed,
e(1nfined t(\ the stagnation and
despair pf the reservation,
what else can they do but try to
escape fr01n it is the liberated
h(lpes (If their imagination?
Speaking as the vnice and
C(lnscience nf his people, Sitting Bull, whn knows his people
tells
(Inly peace,
desire
McLaughlin that the dance
d(les 1H1harm. As the reputed
MPssiah. Wnvnka, himself
c 11ce wr0te in defense 0f the
,dance:" .... when it shake
·the earth don't be afraid no
harm anybody." The government protectors, however, are
adament - the Ghost Dance
must stop - and they quickly
move to crush any possible
resistance among the tribes.
1

1

Seeking tn break the influential
hold Sitting Bull has over his
people, they attempt to remove
hi 111 fr0111the reservati0n to
federal prison, which resulted,
as history informs us, in his
death for resisting federal
arrest. Soon thereafter the
feared Indian uprising occurred in 1890. It ended a short
time later at Wounded Knee.
Playwright Vaughan (who
the Trinity
also directed
production of 'Ghost Dance')
supseveral
has added
plementary characters from
history to thicken his plot
around Sitting Bull, his_central
figure. Chief among these are
famed Buffalo Bill Cody
(Moultrie Patten), who once
hired the famous Sioux chief,
the victor over General Custer,
for a demeaning stint in his
famous Wild West Show. As
one would guess, Vaughan's
Buffalo Bill is a long way from
Joel M. Crea. There is also a
curious Jack Crabbe figure,
half-Indian half-white, in the
divided personality of Doctor
(William
Charles Eastman
Damkoehler). And to inject a
militant feminine note into this
largely male drama, Mr.
Vaughan has combined two
historical personages, both of
them women who came to the
Standing Rock reservation at
this time in order to aid the
Indians, into the one character
of Catherine Weldon (Ann
Thompson, who is married to
the playwright).
In bringing all this to life on
the stage, Trinity Square has
mounted its traditionally wellstaged and well-acted effort at
production - in this respect, as
always, they are consistent
There were
professionals.
prnblems with Eugene Lee's
but they were
staging,
minimal, considering, as we
should, that it will take time
and several more productions
in the Lederer theatre for the
peculiar properties of the new
stage to make themselves
more apparent. This is still
very much of an experimental
period in both of Trinity's new
theatres.
The problem with 'Ghost
Dance' was much more basic
- its most serious deficiency
was in the playwright's
material. Quite simply, Mr.
Vaughan's dramatic work is
weak, and it moves on the
stage in a tendentious, indeed,
manner.
plodding
almost
There is too much dialogue,
which obscures, in the end,
those lines which are truly
well-wrought, and there is not
enough action on stage.
Figures become static forms.
The mechanics of the play are
faulty; the play, on the whole,
dramatic
a firm
lacks
momentum from beginning to
end. By the time it finally does
move upward towards confrontation and climax in terms
of plot, the audience has been
so wearied by words that its
attention fails to rise accordingly. The play's catharsis
is not one of pity for individuals, or even social infor the entire
dignation
race of native
trampled
Rather, it is
Americans.
largely one of weariness and
boredom - proof enough of a
serious failure somewhere.
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Dump Kids and ~mart Kids

AMERICA
by Will Collette

Ah! The Rush of Events

bv John Persico

At the beginning of the school
year, my five year old
daughter informed me that her
class was going to be evaluated
and then grouped according to
the results. At the time I was
too occupied to inquire into
what was being tested. For all I
knew, they were grouping the
kids according to number of
cavities.
A few weeks later my
daughter casually mentioned
that she was in the Turtle
group. "What in heaven's
name are you talking about?" I
asked.
you remember,
"Don't
Daddy? I told you we were
being tested and then put into
groups."
"Well," I said, "What's the
Turtle group?"
"It's one of the slow groups,
Daddy, but it's better than the
Snail group."
"What are the other groups,
Christie? I asked.
"There are also the Rabbit
and Cheetah groups."
"Whats's the difference?"
"Don't you understand,
Daddy? It's very simple. Some
groups are fast; they're the
smart groups, and some are
slow; they're the dumb kids."
"Who the hell says you're
dumb, Christina?"
"Don't get so upset, Daddy.
The teacher didn't say that, the
kids say it. Everybody knows
the difference between the
groups and we don't really
care." Having spoken her
piece, she then wandered
outside to play.
Our short conversation had
by now so upset me that I
decided to contact a friend of
mine, Professor Blabtree, a
teacher of linguistics at Brown
University, and find out what
the story was in their labeling
young children this way.

John,
"Euphemism.
euphemism. That's what it is.
Everybody's using 'em," he
replied. "Let me give you a few
examples. When the government says credibility gap.
that's a euphemism for lie:
underdeveloped country, that's
a euphemism for backward:
disadeconomically
vantaged ... "
By now I was beginning to
catch on, so I interjected
"poor", and replied that I
understood but what w3s the
Blabtree
point. Professor
answered that it was a very
and
subject
complicated
despite various theories, no
one was sure whether the
usage started in academia,
advertising, or government.
There was, however, a cons ens us among experts on
several points. In the first
place, usage was highest in
these areas. Studies, he said,
have shown that 98.5percent of
all usage was divided among
the aforementioned areas. The
second agreed-upon conclusion
was that a euphemism is
employed to either conceal
something from someone or to
of
someone
convince
something which, if it were
explained in conventional
terms, would be rejected.
said
"A euphemism,"
Professor Blabtree, "is one of
· the most remarkable devices
to emerge from the 20th century. Why, just think how •the
phrase 'Law and Order' was
the
convert
to
able
of
actions
reprehensible
knocking the shit out of the
poor and underprivileged into
an idea that was popular
enough to make George
Wallace a strong presidential
candidate. Why, in academia
without
lost
be
we'd
euphemisms. When I propose a

Things rush by so quickly student _group last Saturday,
feels that Mr. Nixon will
that the weekly commentator
(such as myself) finds it dif- probably have to read the
ficult to write without fear of sentiment of the American
contradiction by press time. people and resign.
Gallop polls indicate that Mr.
For instance, every indication
seems to point towards a forth- Nixon's popularity continues to
by plummet, down to a 27 per cent
resignation
coming
approval mark. However, Mr.
President Nixon.
It seems unlikely that Mr. Gallop notes, 60 per cent of the
Nixon will allow events to go people still do not favor Mr.
any further, especially with a • Nixon's removal from office rapidly accumulating body of which shows that the Puritan
evidence building against his ethic is still operative - that
people will tolerate something
best friend Charles ''Bebe''
Rebozo. "Bebe" is under in- they can't stand, simply
because they voted for it.
for garnering
vestigation
Whether Nixon will indeed
$100,000from Howard Hughes,
Bebe's bank in Key Biscayne is resign is still a ·matter for
being checked out by the FBI speculation. If nothing else, the
and the SEC, and finally, he mental pressures must be
has just overcome charges that enormous. However, I do hot
he knowingly sold stolen feel that either the pressures of
. securities (though the evidence the law, nor the pressures of
seemed to be quite solid public opinion will decide Mr.
against him, the FBI said that Nixon's actions. He has not
for gotten where he , is by
saw no ground
it
responding either to the
prosecution).
T_ricia Nixon is also in whimsy of the polls or the
of Congress.
trouble. In the course of in- vacillation
vestigating Nixon's real estate Rather, the issue will be
dealings, Archibald Cox's decided on how much solid
investigators discovered that evidence the investigators
$20,000of Tricia's money was have on his family and friends.
used to purchase .some land I cannot see Nixon staying in
Nixon's Key office while Tricia does five to
surrounding
Biscayne mansion. Nixon 15 years.
bought the land in 1967 for
A new
POSTSCRIPT:
to
according
$39,600,
spotted:
sticker
NEWSWEEK, and resold the bumper
land five years later for "Nixon is a Cox Sacker."
$150,000, netting $112,400, a
Note: The following is a
profit of more than $4 to $1.
response to Art Joyner's artiThough this meant that Tricia
cle in the last issue of the
by Paul DiFilippo
made a profit of $60,000,this
capital gain was not reported
I remember when, if you wanted to satirize religion, it ·was Anchor.
on her income tax, but rather enough to kick Catholicism in the balls, punch Protestantism in
on Daddy's, because Nixon had the gut, and toss a right cross at Judaism on the way out. But A Rose by Any •
established a rather solid tax now, with this religious blight marring our land, such procedures
shelter that year (another are no longer adequate. There are so many new faiths springing
matter for investigation) and up, that satirists are hard-pressed (if I might mix a metaphor) to
had to pay practically no taxes tackle each one. Here are just a few that need attention.
by Vorkmann Leavher
The MacDanaldite Church
on that profit at all.
As people interact with
Contrary to popular belief, many people-notably MidMeanwhile, Julie Nixon
Eisenhower, says the entire westerns and Canadians-still look upon television as a divine others in this (and most
matter is nonsense, that Daddy magical box. It is therefore unsurprising that particularly gaudy . societies) they are often asked
the question: Why is it that you
wouldn't get involved in any shows should exert a strong influence on their lives. In this case,
as a person think you can
"stupid land deal." Rather, I we wee the adoption of a series of commercials as theology.
MacDonaldites are a pantheistic sect, with Ronald Mac- comment on and or criticize
submit, this is precisely the
kind of deal that would attract Donald as their father god, and the other featured characters as this society to a high d~gree of
lesser dieties. They believe that the land pictured in the ads is competence? And at the same
Mr. Nixon's attention.
time the people in power can't
Leon Jaworski, Mr. Nixon's heaven, and that it can only be entered by being ritually
new prosecutor, is on his way sacrificed at the MacDonald's counter. No matter what rumors do the same about you. Well
to becoming a household word. are currently circulating, it is not true that the MacDonald's Babe, I'se goin ta tell ya. It
A former president of the establishment supports this religion, nor do they use the corpses ain't cause they's white and us.
black, them Protestants and us
American Bar Association, •of believers in their products.
Catholics or them old and us
First Church of Orgasm
Mr. Jaworski does not even
Members of this faith hold that the orgasm is the highest young. It's cause they got and
enjoy the approval of that
we don't, and they's a not want
organization, which is calling activity in which Man can engage (an apparently widespread
for Congress to, in the words of feeling today). Their churches are decorated much like the to go sharing their gots with us
President
display windows on 42nd Street, and include girls dressed as have nots. PURE AND SIMcurrent
its
PLE.
Chesterfield Smith, "repel the streetwalkers, who pass the collection baskets.
The only things those people
Their services are patterned after the Catholic ones, with
attacks which are presently
being made on the justic some alterations. Priests and altar boys are nude, and indulge in in power need to know about
those (of us) who aren't, is how
system and the rule of law." a practice not often performed in public outside of men's prisons
Among those calling for Mr. and the armed services. The expected response from the to keep it that way (them
Nixon's resignation or im- congregation is awesome to watch. Also, their ceremonial wine is having and not sharing or
peachment are Senator Ed- replaced by ..well, subtlety does not permit me to name the giving a fair shake). And to'
keep it that way, friend I'd bet
ward Brooke of Massachu- viscous, milky-white liquid they use.
gold bars to watermelons they
Reverse Fundamentalism
the first Republican
setts,
The practitioners of this philosophy feel that everything in would give us black (or any
senator to do so. Conservative
other colored) toilet paper if it
Senator James ~uckley said the Bible is literally false. Therefore, they have devoted their
would help them. So Blacks
that the actions of the Presi- lives to living in precisely the opposite way the Scriptures
young and old, sick and other
dent require an answer by the preach.
neighbors'
their
coveting
for
chiefly
known
are
Adherents
•
friends, don't take it personal,
people.
American
Even Conservative stalwart wives, doing unto others as they would not want done unto it's only one of those vague
.......
s,ocjo,e~on,QIPiG.theorje~ we.
William F ... .Buckley, in a themselves, and fornicating w~anythinS tha~ m_o_v_es_._
read about.
speech before an Indiana
<Please turn to"Sign~", Pg. 5)

New Times, New Signs

Other Name ...

theory. everybody listens. Do
you think anybody would listen
if I proposed an opinion·~Who'd
buy a book of opinions? But a
book of theories-why, they're
what keep the educational
establishment going. To use a
popular euphemism. they're
patriotic. Patriotic is a particularly good one. John. It
shows how a euphemism can
stand for an entire • concept
while having little or nothing to
do with actual elements vf the
concept. I can say ·patriotic'
and immediately one thinks of
God, Mother, loyalty and apple
pie. Nobody's going to have the
guts to challenge or rebuke
something that's allied with
those:"
My God, Professor Blabtree !
I had no idea that euphemisms
were so powerful. Is there any
. way the common person can
combat them?"
"Well, we don't usually like
to spread the information
around, but I'll make an exception in your case, John. The
first thing you've got to do is
find out what the euphemism
stands for, the particular word
or idea it's trying to conceal.
Once you've found it, you're
home free if you remember
that basically all euphemisms
conceal value judgements."
"What's that?" I asked.
"Oh, sorry," said Professor
Blabtree, "I get carried away.
is .a
A value judgement
euphemism for an opinion
which involves cultural or
personal bias."
"Then my daughter isn't
really dumb?"
"Let's just say it's her
teachers opinion that she's
dumb. Remember one further
thing, John," said Professor
Blabtree.
"What is that?" I inquired.
• "Well, if at any time you
discuss a euphemism with the
person who has used it, you're
dealing with someone who's
got a strong psychological need
to cover up something-most
likely a personal deficiency.
This person is potentially
dangerous."
"You mean, I shouldn't tell
that
teachers
Christie's
they've got no right to label
kids dumb and smart?"
"I wouldn't," he advised.
"However, if you do-make
sure you're armed."

TheLeningrad
or
Philharmonic,
"Whois Boblayoh
andWhyis he
writingsuch irrele,ant
material?"
EDITOR'S NOTE:· As a normal practice, the ANCHOR is
very reluctant to accept for
publication unsigned material.
We just wish to make it known
that we are making an exception in this case.

In retrospect there are few
avenues to cross when one
reads Robert Mayoh's review
of music in New York (see last
week's issue). Perhaps if a
number of ANCHOR readers
had attended the Leningrad
~ Plea sf

~u~n.to ,
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For The
Right
Christians United-To Oppose
was
Gambling
Legalized
formed by a number of R. I.
Clergymen to combat the
LOTTERY Amendment. We
had planned for a mass rally to
be held in the Auditorium of the
in
School
High
Hope
last Saturday
Providence
night. The group had been
issued a duly processed permit
for that purpose. The manner
in which the permit was applied for the manner in which it
was processed, I was assured,
was typical of the way other
applications had been handled
and processed by School Dept.
personnel for at least six years.
Christians United had been
assured by School Dept personnel on Oct. 18 that the
Auditorium was available for
that night and that it would be
reserved for them. The permit
that was granted to us indicated that the auditorium
was reserved for us on Oct. 19.
And yet, on Oct. 29 at 3: 45 p. m.
the School Dept. informed me
by telephone that it was
revoking our permit. They
gave as reasons, that internal
had not been
procedures
conformed to and that the
certain
lacked
permit
signatures.

grounds of the High School.
The Governor offered to help
us in locating another hall for
our meeting. But we insisted
that we already had a hall and
had a permit to prove it. We
proceeded with our outdoor
rally and ;>resented ourselves
as victims of the Doorley
Administration. They locked
us out and proceeded to deny
us our civil and constitutional
rights.
Resolutions were adopted by
the Assembly which we offer at
this time.
Resolution NO.

Tlll'l{SI)\\'.

:-.;on:,IBEH

the results ol the :\o\· Ii
election. \\'e hold it responsibk
for the hun and indignities
suffered h:, us here tonight.
Christians l'nited \·ie,,·s the
action of this ..\drninistration
of
one
as
on!\·
not
discrimination and prejudice
against c1 number of Bible
Belie\'ing Pastors but against
their <:ongregations as \,·ell.
Let it be kno\\'n that Christians
United is here tonight to
of
the cause
champion
righteousness by calling for the
defeat of the LOTTERY
Amendment. This Assembl~·
calls upon all the people of
Rhode Island not to be taken in
by the sophistry that has been
the
to justify
employed
adoption of this Amendment
but to view it as an evil that
ought to be REJECTED by
every thoughtful person. May
we extend to every one of you
the warning given by our Lord
Jesus Christ:
"For what shall it profit a man
if he shall gain the whole
world, and lose his own soul?"
Resolution NO. :~
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THROUGH

THURSDAY~

buckoff
For Each

Adult

Member

of Y oar Pany

ALL THE BEER
YOU CAN DRINK
PLUS

ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE
PLUS
Lusciously Tender

STEAK
with French

__

Fries

ALL FOB JUST---,----.

s2.95

$3.95
Regularly

Cash Purchases Only

--WITH

THIS

AD _

___.

Ltd.
EMERSONS,

Whereas the issues involved
in the debate generated by the
This Assembly views with
unconvened
recently
deep concern the silence
Constitutional
constitutional
by the larger
maintained
Convention revolve around the
Ave.
1940 Pawtucket
larger issue, the basic law of religious bodies and their
spokesmen during the debate
this State; and whereas the
E. Providence
on the issue of Legalized
Constitutional obligates all
434-6660
concerned to certain Amend- Gambling. Insofar as many
politicians and lawmakers
ment procedures; and whereas
excuse their indulgence in the
the actions of the Executive,
Not Goodwith Any Other Promotion
the General Assembly and the campaign to promote legalized
This Offer SupersedesAll Other Advertising
Convention gambling by referring to the
unconstitutional
were essentially in violation of fact that many churches have
Emersons Ltd . 1973
used games of chance and
those procedures and acted
with careless disregard and 'lotteries to finance their acAssembly
this
with disdain of the wishes of tivities,
therefore, -calls upon these
the people, as expressed in the
churches in Rhode Island to
August election, Christians
We were assured by School United and friends gathered
of the
purge themselves
On Tuesday, November 13, Manuel, an exchange student
Dept personnel that our permit here in the Rally exhort to a 'money changers' and of this at 1 o'clock in Craig-Lee 153, at Cranston West High School,
was handled as hundreds. of repudiation of the conclusions unscriptural and unholy traffic
the Tri-Lingual Society of RIC will speak to the foreign
other permits had been han- of that
as a guest language students and show
a and to emphasize instead a will present,
Convention,
dled in years gone by. We were REJECTION of its proposals,
reliance upon God and His speaker,
Manuel Aguilar slides of the Mayan ruins at
assured that we had met including
Holy Word.
Tikal. Guatemala.
of Guatemala.
Ponciano
the LOTTERY
necessary requirements and AMENDMENT.
had filed in sufficient time for
Continued from P. 4)
the permit. Now I am sure that
Resolution NO. 2
Future Fundamentalism
the School Dept. authorities
Basically, the doctrine of this church is that the events
are aware of this. All they need
We gather here t<might as a
The first Rhode Island Chess narrated in the Bible are literally true, but that none of them
do is to pull out of their files a
denied
been
have
that
people
of the year was have happened yet. We can discount the importance of this
Tournament
I
which
permit
the
of
duplicate
religion, though, for it is mostly an excuse to run around baretheir civil and constitutional completed
Sunday,
on
have in mine.
assed, eating apples.
denied
been
have
We
rights.
three
top
The
4.
November
The American Civil Liberties
Militant Atheism
Union offered to petition the the use of a public facility, players in order of finish were
This church was formed by a long-time atheist from New
it.
for
permit
a
have
we
though
and
Patrucco
A.
Tefarian,
M.
Federal Court on behalf of
P. Bannon, all with a record of Jersey who was disappointed at the lack of unity among his
We The Doorley Administration
United.
Christian's
orderly
the
with
interfered
has
four wins and one loss. The fellows. He thought that the atheists of the world should band
preferred however to press the
as together and fight religion every step of the way. They would
issue at an outdoor rally on the process of debate to influence prizes w.ere awarded
follows: M. Tefarian (1st have their own film-review boards, send out their own
(2nd missionaries, and open up their own schools. Unfortunately, his
place), A. Patrucco
Ann Moskal, top efforts were short-lived, for all those he contacted refused to
place),
you eau ask a eouuselor
woman player and Paul Villa, believe in him.
Disney Worshippers
top freshman player.
Much like the MacDonaldites, Disney Worshippers have
(we won't tell)*
ANYTHING
The success of the tour- focused their religious urges on a contemporary fanciful figure.
The·Worshippers conceive of Walt Disney as a holy messenger
OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES - ALGER 134
nament and the enthusiasm
Hours: 8:30 - 4:30
generated has encouraged the and his works as obscure prophecies. Consequently, the
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY, 831-6600, Ext. 313
, Rhode Island College Chess animated film is as important to them as the printed word is to
Club to hold more events in the more prosaic sects.
Followers have acquired leftover Mouseketeer hats for their
near future.
services, and make frequent pilgramages to Disney Land and
( CLIP AND SAVE)
World, where they are reputed to receive mystical revelations
often resulting in heart attacks. Scoffers have contended that this
Tht• i\i\<'IIOH would like to note that
Xmas dt•coralions were sighted for the
is merely a reaction to being given their bill.
first limt• this season last week al
Earth Lovers
i\lidland Mall.
This is perhaps the most blasphemous religion existing
today, surpassing homage to Satan, existentialism, and even folk
from TV Guide
masses in amount of perversion. Earth Lovers feel that Mother
Saturday Oct. 27
Earth-who gave birth to us, nourishes us, and delights usEVENING
should not be treated with only the degree of respect one would
vey ·Korman, Vicki Lawrence, Lyle
accord to an old pile of manure.
Waggoner. {60 min.)
Earth Lovers have been known to build houses· that are
0 0 0 0 GRIFF-Crime Drama
pleasant to the eye and blend with the landscape, limit the size of
Pre>Jenting the assassination of a visiting president is the awesome task factheir families, cycle, recycle, and go for walks in the woods ining Griff and the police. Sal Mineo
stead of to movies. Obviously, these people stand in direct anplays the intended target, a man too
proud to cancel his public appeartithesis to everything we hold dear, and should be exterminated.
ances. Griff: Lorne Greene. Marcus:
I will close' this small sampling with a note of hope.
Vic Tayback. {60 min.)
Sociologists tell us that, just before an institution is ready to die,
Guest Cast
President Gama! Zaki ...... Sal Mineo
it will sometimes undergo an upsurge in popularity, then expire.
Scott Hylands
Assassin ..............
Let us all pray (whoops, sorry!) that this is religion's present
Albert Pa1,1lsen
Omar .................
state.
Hotel Manager ..... Charles Macaulay

Tri-Lingual Society to Feature
Guest Speaker

Chess News
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Janet
considerable, being the first of
an evening, and the audience
looking for something with
dash and fanfare to set them
by Janet Rothbart
uo. and start off the mood. The
1•100dthat night was set in a
The Boston Symphony,
conducted by Seiji Ozawa at different way, more subtly, in
Veteran's
Auditorium last accordance with the man's
Saturday night, was indeed a own genius in handling an
night to be remembered.
orchestra.
The program offerings were
In conducting, Ozawa almost
unusual for twentieth century seems to address each parworks, including pieces by ticular section personally
Rachmaninoff, Schuller and during their most important
Debussy. The first performed passage, rather than conwas a Symphony no. 3 in A centrating always on the whole
minor, op. 44, by Rach- sound. The result seems to be a
maninoff in three movements, singular clarity and definition
Rachmaninoff, a composer
of movement, and yet more
who is known for his rich balanced and well blended a
chordal melodies, is easy to sound than any I ever
overplay and too emotionally remember hearing.
In contrast to the harmonics
rich; that is, to exaggerate;
here, however, the economy of of Rachmaninoff, the next
sentiment in performance was piece was Schuller's abrupt
a pleasant slirprize, and art- and dynamically dissonant
"Capriccio
stravagente,"
fully
done.
Frankly,
everything that Ozawa did that performed for the very first
night was done artfully, if not time only last year, by the San
Orchestra,
conto say even flawlessly. The Francisco
piece, which composed the ducted then also by Seiji
entire first half of the concert, Ozawa. The instrumentation
was conducted with the score here is impressive and highly
book before him closed. Such unusual, ranging through an
complete
perconfidence cannot be com- amazingly
pletely unfounded. The work cussion section and the usual
progressed through a lazy and woodwinds and strings, to such
instruments as the celeste and
peaceful allegro moderato
ranging all the way up, through harpsichord. The purpose of
the last movement, to a the piece was basically for fun;
brilliantly executed allegro. there are no great depths of
Such a work might have lagged sound here, nor heights; the

In Review: The
Boston Symphony

Ha!
In the center is the bull's eye
The great goal garden of mankind
While I think, I think, I think, think I
It is quite not if not within my mind
These wars I have oft heard about
Are always nowhere to be seen
Though some are bitter within and out
For a friend who has suffered sin
While the God with power to end it all
Is as present as a Christmas is not
We must all pray harder he'll hear the call
All power cept good ears he has got
As your great key, my government
Oh great stress tester of my brain
element
Has been seen as your punishment
If one so chose to think on that vein
So if somewhere you reach for your answer
You might find a new puzzle arraigned
Like a pan on inferno containing
whitelard
Such for answers from one so deranged ...

( Continued on P. 10)
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Richard

Polish Violinist

in Providence

The Polonia Committee of
Rhode Island cordially invites
members
of the college
community 'to a Violin and
Piano Recital on Sunday,
November 11 at Alumnae Hall,
Brown University, at 8:15 p.m.
The featured soloist will be
Henryk
Kowalski,
Polish
violinist who has recently
taken up residence in Rhode
Island. The first part of the
program feature~ music fr?m
the rich repertoire of Pohsh
violin literature - a premiere
of the Violin Concerto in A
Major by Karlowicz, a Suite for
two violins and piano by
Moszkowski, and works by
Wienawski, Mlynarski and
Andrzejowski. The second half
of the program includes works

main
objective
is
experimental, to create different
textures of sound with similar
instruments.
It progresses
through a series of solos in
each section which pass
around at least one main
recognizable theme to the end.
a lugubrious ( Coda, Adagio
serioso) movement using the
entire orchestra. The music is
being used as a percussion
instrument here; the silences
are as important as the sections of music, serving to bring
out the humor implicit in the
piPce. There is a final pause.
before the ending-and
a
startling burst at the last
measures;
the music is
laughing
at itself.
The
audience, having been taken
in, laughs with it.
The final work of the evening
was a well-known Debussy
work, Lamer, or the sea, in
three symphonic sketches. The
beauty of this piece under this
particular conductor is difficult to describe. It travels
with the sun from dawn to
noon, still and slow, skitters on
top of the waves through the
second movement, playful and
light, and creates a dialogue
between the waves and the
wind in the thirc~. The third is
really what the piece is c0ncerned with, containing the
main theme. The sea was
always
something
which
fascinated Debussy, and hi~
wonder is expressed here, as
the music rolls and undulates,
with a heavy use of percussion.
The emphasis is back, as it was
in the first sketch, to the brass,
with the horn supporting. It
moves, it has suspense, almost
visibly, tangibly so, building up
to an ending of spiritual turbulence and torment. The sea
is an enigma and refuses to
reveal itself. It is the same
with this movement in its
elusive character, and the
climax ebbs away to resolve
gradually in silence. It is not

Recital

by Mozart and composers from
the standard international
repertoire. Mr. Kowalski will
be accompanied by Esther
Chester at the piano and by his
son Henry in the Moszkowski
Suite.
The Kowalski Recital is
sponsored
by the Brown
University Music Department
and marks the Five Hundredth
Anniversary Observance of
Nicholas Copernicus. Proceeds
from this benefit performance
will be given to Scholarship
Funds. The Polonia Committee
is a member of the RIC Ethnic
Heritage Project. Tickets are
available
from Professor
Kenneth F. Lewalski (Gaige
304 E, ext. 416). Donation $3.00
and $1.00 for students.

The first theatrical
performances
in the newlyrenovated
auditorium
at
Rhode Island School of Design
( RISD) will take place on
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 9
and 10, at 8:30 P.M. when
RISD's Designers in Drama
present "The Late Christopher
Bean," a comedy by Sidney
Howard.
Directed and produced by
Albert
Cohn,
Associate
Professor of English at the
College, the play has a
diversified cast of nine, including members
of the
faculty, students, and one
alumna.
The cast is as follows:
Bertrand Surprenant, Head of
RISD's Department of Apparel
Design; Frank Tarney, a
special studies lecturer at
RISD; Nanci Pereira,
an
alumna; William MacLeod;
and the following students:
Barbara
Frick,
Valerie
Jaquith, Judith Love, William
Crane and Cadwallader Evans.
The performances are open
to the public without charge.
For further
information,
contact Joan Patota or Rose
Desrosiers at (401) 331-3507.

Roth hart

1
"

elcome

by Sue Strauss
I come to you
With my words
And you
Come to me
With your eyes.
Please meet-I'm trying
As you
Can see-This can
Be our art.
Not everyone
Comes to this
Place
But some

Come-You are we/.come.

the Cop
marked

the spot,
Where the woman was stabbed,
where she had bled
and died.
The people walked by
and stood
and watched
and talked
and didn't come near.
Later,
but not much,
kids drew lines through the chalked
and
played hopscotch.

figure

on the ground,

Loft
Millie

Mae Wicklund

•

you climb into yr. loft,
small gifts of light falling
thru the 3 inadequate windows.
you climb hoping to arrange a
world for those left in a
residential earth so like
Neruda's you feel like a
communist or troll.
on Weybosset Street,
you wanted to whisper his
captain's poems to longlegged insurance girls,
but they go back into
America, hard hats telling
them they have to, their tiedraped male hosses shooting
C'lastics out the window at
you.
you lift the heralded
left wing, & they go right
back into America, too,
(God, how bldgs, front
whole institutions.),
&, where local high
school kids gather, you
separate them like the
administration.
a cop hollering at
some slogan--calling
street people brings
you to yr. loft.
here, paint on you
like a Cezanne still
life, you hear a voice
break in upon you:
.... "That's a funny titleLight-to
give to a painting
that's all outside blur."
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The C.I.A.: A Realistic View

An Interview with Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Jr.
by George McFadden

(Note: This is the second of a
series of articles on the CIA.)
Mr. Lyman B. Kirkpatrick
Jr., a professor at Brown
University,
spent nearly
twenty-three years in the field
of intellegence. During World
War II, while serving in the
Army, he was attached to the
Office of Strategic Services,
(OSS), in Europe. Leaving the
Army at the end of the War,
Mr. Kirkpatrick worked as a
journalist until 1947. In that
year, he joined the then newlyformed Central Intelligence
Agency. During the next
eighteen years, he worked for
the Agency in a variety of
capacities
which included
Inspector
General
and
Executive
DirectorComptroller. In 1965, after a
very fulfilling career in intelligence, Mr. Kirkpatrick left
the CIA to accept a teaching
position at Brown University,
where he currently teaches in
the Political Science Department.
Since leaving the CIA, Mr.
Kirkpatrick, in addition to
teaching, has written three
excellent and informative
books concerning intelligence
and his career in that field.
His first book, The Real CIA,
(New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1968), describes the
CIA, its origins and its history
as well as the author's experiences in it.
Captains Without Eyes:
Intelligence Failures In WW II,

(New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1969), Mr. Kirkpatrick's second book, ,concerns intelligence failures in
five battles during WW II: the
Axis attacks on Russia, Pearl
Harbor, Ardennes, Dieppe and
Arnhem.
His third, and most recent
book, The U.S. Intelligence
Community: Foreign Policy
and Domestic Activities, (New

York: Hill and Wang, 1973),
describes
all
of
the
organizations that comprise
the U.S. intelligence "community." In this book, Mr.

'Kirkpatrick offers an honest
and factual account of U.S.
intelligence
efforts,
both
successes and failures, and an
expert appraisal of U.S. intelligence organizations.
Mr. Kirkpatrick says that he
wrote this most recent book in
an effort to better inform the
public of U.S. intelligence
activities.
In speaking of this he said, "I
was approached
by the
publisher to write this book.
The editor came to me and said
he thought that there was a
definite need for more information on the CIA and the
other intelligence agencies;
what they do, how they
operate, who controls them,
their influence on policy, what
they do in the United States
specifically and generally an
analysis of intelligence in a
free society. So, this is why the
book was written."
In his office at Brown
University, Mr. Kirkpatrick
talked at length about the CIA,
its activities and its role in the
government. He outlined the
basic structure of the Agency,
the four Directorates, (See the
first article of this series in the
November 1 edition of the
Anchor for an explanation -9f
these), and the roles which
they play within it. I asked him
if the CIA was structured along
the lines of any other government agency when it was
formed or whether its structure is unique to the government.
"No, its structure is unique
to the government," he said.
"There is no other agency
like it either in the United
States Government or any
other government. It combines
research, analysis and intelligence production with
intelligence collection and with
other types of operations that
the President and the National
Security
Council
might
direct.''
"By way of comparison; in
the British System, they have a
secret intelligence service
which is strictly a collection
organization. In a different
part of their government, they
have the Joint Intelligence
Bureau which takes the information and analyzes it for
policy purposes."
. '!In the Russian government,
the State Security Committee
(KGB) is a gigantic espionage
and counter-espionage _service,
but I don't get the impression
that it does very much in the
way of producing analysis and
studies the way CIA does."
He added, "Having said this,
let me simply comment that

Seventeenth Season
R.l. CIVIC CHORALE
and ORCHESTRA

this has been a matter of
debate in our government,
whether it is wise to combine
intelligence and operations."
With organizations such as
the Defense
Intelligence
Agency, Army Intelligence,
Navy Intelligence and Air
Force Intelligence working for
the Armed Services, I asked
Mr.
Kirkpatrick
what
distinguishes the CIA from
these military intelligence
services.
He explained th3t, " ...the
CIA is a national intelligence
agency and the military
agencies are strictly for their
~ervices. The CIA has one
major function and that is to
provide to the President of the
United States, and its principle
policy makers, intelligence
which they need for the formation of policy. The military
intelligence
agencies
~e
strictly to support their particular service in combat
operations. This is the major
distinction."
In the course of its daily
activities, the CIA is in constant contact with the White
House and the State Department. The relations between
the three often vary, from
excellent to terrible, and I
asked Mr. Kirkpatrick how
relations are between them at
the present time.
"Well, I don't know, I'll have
to say that quite frankly but
my opinion is that Watergate
has worsened relations between the Agency and the
White House. Obviously, the
President is the boss and the
Agency can't be mutinous or
anything like that. But I feel
that the Watergate affair has
hurt the Agency because I
believe that there is a certain
amount
of
vindictive
retaliation because the Agency
refused to co-operate
in
covering up Watergate. I'm not
saying that this is what the
President is doing but I'm
saying that's what some of his
underlings did."
"There was a big "purge" in
the Agency, I don't think
there's any other word that can
properly describe it. There
were a great number of people
let go, about half of whom
should not have been let go
because they represented very
valuable talent that can't be
.
replace d . But I hope that th1s
will change."
Regarding
the
State
Department, Mr. Kirkpatrick
said that relations between
that department and the CIA
have always been quite good.
He cited what Henry Kissinger
said to the Foreign Relations
__•"~--.-/"--~-,
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RONALD MORRIS
Guest Conductor

MESSIAH
Geo~g Friedrich Handel
Saturday, December 22, 1973
Veteran's Memorial Auditorium

MAR/TANA
Friday, April 5, 1974
Veteran's Memorial Auditorium
William Vincent Wallace
An English Opera of 1845
Revival in Concert
For ticket en owment:
Contact Bille Burrill, ext. 389

The Spectre's Bride
Friday, January 25, 1974
Veteran's Memorial Auditorium
An American Debut
Antonin Dvorak

Bach Festival ,
Cantata Night
Tuesday, May 7, 1974
Instrumental Night
Thursday, May 9, 1974
St. Matthew's Passion Friday
May 10, 1974
27 The Arcade, Providence, Rhode Island 02903
( 401) 521-5670
Covered by lhe Ticket Endowment Program of the Rhode
Island Slate Council on lhe Arts

Committee during the con- looking for because
the
firmation hearings which was, Directorates I've described
in effect, that he believes in a cover just about all fields of
CIA that would be independent activity." He added that he
of both the State Department would recommend an inand White House. Mr. Kirk- telligence career to anyone
patrick added that Henry who might be interested or
Kissinger has had extensive qualified.''
studies done on the CIA and
In speaking of his own
other intelligence agencies and career, he said, "I found it to
that he knows what in- be a challenging, fascinating
tellegence can and can't do.
and trying career. I mean it's
He added, "I'd have to say not easy and anybody who
right now; the position of the thinks that it's going to be a
Agency worries me because it case of a lot of quick thrills is
is too important to be ignored doomed to disappointment •
and if the State Department because it doesn't have the
and the White House are glamour that the adventure
ignoring it then I think we're in stories like Ian Fleming and
for more trouble."
others write about but those
Mr. Kirkpatrick emphasized who are interested in a job
the importance of relations which has the satisfaction of
between the CIA and other knowing what they're doing is
governmental
intelligence
important and contributes to
organizations in the- U.S. and the welfare of the nation, I
he added that they are think, would find an ingenerally
good.
These telligence career most worthrelations are influenced by while."
•
such factors as duplication of
In concluding the interview,
effort ( some of which is Mr. Kirkpatrick said that he
necessary) and the fear of never regretted having taken
having a budget cut or up intelligence as a career. He
reduced, but they are kept on a said, "I had a career which
cordial basis through the co- was
fascinating
and
ordination of the U.S. In- challenging and I enjoyed
telligence Board which acts as every minute of it."
an over-all supervisory body. • This is but another view of
During the coarse of the the CIA; from a man who was
interview,
our discussion
in it from the beginning and
touched upon the topic of who helped it grow and
covert operations; an area weather the trying times which
where the CIA gets much is has been through. The role
publicity, usually unfavorable, and activities of the CIA, as
and usually for blunders such one can see, are, in reality,
as the Bay of Pigs operation. I much different from the myths
asked Mr. Kirkpatrick how and fallacies of it which many
large a part ·covert operations people believe.
play in CIA activity.
He said, "During the height
of the Cold War period, that is
the early nineteen fifties they
played quite a sizable part. We
have as evidence
such
,v,ryon,l,r,1 II.
operations as the one in
Guatamala, the Bay of Pigs
and so on. Today, I would say
Why not sell it?
that they play a fairly minor
role."
If you like money and have
He further
explained, • your own transportation call
"Generally speaking, I think
331-8760between 10a.m. and 4
p.m.
that the world today is much
more conscious of this type of
operations but they go on
constantly. It isn't only the
United States and the Soviet
, Union. Covert operations are
Thousands of Topics
almost as old as international
$2.75 per page
relations; they've always gone
Sendfor your up-to-date,160-page,
on and they're going on today.
mail order catalog.Enclose$1.00
to cover postage(deliverytime is
By this I mean everything
1 to 2 days).
from buying a politician to
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE,
INC.
planting stories in the press to
11941WILSHIRE
BLVD.,
SUITE#2
trying to influence elections an
LOSANGELES,
CALIF.90025
so on down the line."
(213}477-8474or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
- Mr. Kirkpatrick also exresearch assistance only.
plained the hiring procedures ~----=-.,-u-.,,=~~
,,.
~
~
~
©0©000of the CIA. Anyone who wants 7
<Z/X(Z}')c(lljt
to work for the CIA, can apply
BROTHERS
directly, he said, by writing to
the Director of Personnel, in z
of the
care of the Central Intelligence II SACRED HEART
Agency, Washington, D.C.. The z
a community
principle qualification is that z .
of professed
one must be a citizen of the
Christians
United States.
:
committed to
The Agency also recruits for z
LOVE
itself by contacting people who
they think might be interested z
and
or who have shown interest in z
SERVE
working for it.
YOUth
He explained that, " ...their
in education
general qualifications are that
For Information
they are bright people; well z
Write to:
balanced, stable and who are
VOCATION
CENTER
interested in making a career
Cor
Jesu
Terrace
in intelligence. That about
sums it up. There's no particular specialty that they're
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Houston Ballet ·at Vet's
Auditorium, Nov. 11th
The Famed Houston Ballet
with stars of The New York
City Ballet, The Joffrey Ballet,
The American Ballet Theatre,
The Royal Winnepeg Ballet
and The San Francisco Ballet
will appear for one public
during their
performance
three day residency under the
Inof Artists
auspices
ternationale and also made
possible by a grant from The
Rhode Island State Council on
the arts and a grant from The
National Endowment on the
arts.
The performance is eligible
under the ticket endowment

program of The Rhode Island
State Council on the arts and
students should apply through
their schools for tickets or by
calling 831-4600.
The program will feature the
Grand Pas Des Deux from The
Nutcracker Suite: a new work
danced to the Chopin Etudes
entitled Costanzia; the famous
ballet choreographed for the
ballets Des Paris "Les Combats" and the enchantingly
work
flavored
Spanish
"Paquita".
There is limited seating
available. For all information
call 831-4600.

Notes on Tosca
Principal dancers Soili Arvola and Leon ,\honen return for their
second season with Houston Hallet. The Finnish couple has previously
danced with the San Francisco Hallet and performed as guest artists with
the Minoru Ochi Ballet in Japan this year .
. A~onen has danced with the National Ballet of Holland and Royal
Wmmpeg Hallet. The couple regularly appears in touring engagements
with Margot Fonteyn.

- by

Jesse Coston

Fool
Philharmonic ·s performancP
or if it were to be touring near
the R.I.C. campus in the not
distant future such a review's
validity could be understood.
One must also doubt anv
relavency (SIC l that an;,•
serious number of people are
so into classical music that
they are interested (SIC) in a.
review of a classical concert!
Mister Mayoh (SIC) we ask
you what do you see as your
responsibilities to us, your
audience? By the content of
that article perhaps a few
gental (SIC) reminders will
help you and other ANCHOR
writers. Quite simply to inform
and or (SIC) entertain, and
most important to both, yesrelevancy (SiC).
No doubt good intentions
were at work, classical music
is a very rich, personal, and
important factor to many of us.
But to waste so much space on
that one detached concert
(SIC). Well maybe now is a
good time to open up that
dictionary and read just what
the word relevance is commonly r~fered (SIC) to (SIC).
from "The Fool on the Hill"

The Fine Arts Committee, as Florence as well as in Paris.
part of their Fine Arts Series, He understood only enough
will present the opera 'Tosca' French to know he loved the
by Giacomo Puccini ( 1858- play and wanted very much to
1924) on November 18 in set it to music.
Giuseppi Verdi also wanted
Roberts Auditorium at 8:00
p.m. The opera will be per- to set a Sardou play to music,
formed in English by the but due to his age he decided
Goldovsky Opera Company. not to take on the work.
Ricordi signect a contract the
Jesse Coston, a member of
spray
from
On Wednesday, Nov. 14, the techniques,
very same day.
(and
composer
another
Still
faculty
Department
Music
the
Board of Governors Film painting and scratching on film
The opera 'Tosca' (which is
friend of Puccini), Alberto
bass-baritone
operatic
an
and
animation.
multiple-cell
to
Committee will present a
in Rome in 1800) was
set
'La
loved
also
Franchetti,
the
written
has
himself,
a 1973
Walsh,
unique program - a series of Michael
in Rome in 1900with
premiered
was
consequently
and
Tosca'
that
hope
the
in
notes
following
both
in
films made by student film- graduate of URI, works
in Sardou's
changes
many
translation
a
with
presented
be
will
interest
student
more
makers. The purposes of the black-and-white and color. He generated.
is probably
It
drama.
original
Illica.
Luigi
by
libretto
and
program are multiple. It is an uses basic movements of dance
is Puccini was indeed the more the most popular of all Puccini
'Tosca'
opera
Puccini's
has
and
photography,
nude
and
the
attempt to illustrate
based on the drama 'La Tosca' successful of the two com- operas and for many opera
variety of possibilities for experimented with multiple by Sardou which was produced posers having just produced lovers it is the greatest of all
senior
a
is
Pedro
Al
imagery.
creativity and personal exin Paris in November 1887and 'Manon Lescaut' and 'La operas. Many people have
pression inherent in film, and at URI who also works in starred the famed Sarah
Boheme.' He and his publisher, called Puccini a second-ram-a
developed
has
He
animation.
to show that the medium can
very underhandedly melody writer and a secondRicordi,
The
heroine.
the
as
Bernhardt
be used effectively by anyone. style of his own which has an play was indeed lengthy: five convinced Franchetti
that rate composer. Either these
and
effect
college
animated
The program also provides an
and people do not sing or they have
play
terrible
a
wks
'Tosca'
twenty-three
some
and
acts
important opportunity for which is creative and en- characters. Puccini and the not worth the trouble of turning never made love. The beauty of
student
Other
tertaining.
some of Rhode Island's
Puccini's music lives for those
will also be Mrs. supposedly saw Sardou's into an opera. Accounts have it
students to exhibit their work. filmmakers
who sing, or love, or both.
and
Puccini
Sardou,'
that
in
times,
several
drama
As interest in film constantly represented.
Some of the processes used
grows, students are learning to
utilize it in new and exciting will be described by the
ways, some of which will be filmmakers themselves at the
within this show. An informal atmosphere
demonstrated
will be maintained in the hope
program.
The students· whose work that discussion as well as
comprises the program have viewing of the films may give
and enhad experience with film- some inspiration
making and have developed couragement to others who
presents
their own styles. G. David might like to experiment with
Brown, a senior at Harvard, filmmaking.
The film program will be
works mainly in animation and
held on Wednesday, November
will be showing an assortment
Opera Theatre Co.
The Goldovsky
\
14, at 7:30 p.m. in Gaige
of films which he has made
over the past three years. He Auditorium. Admission is 75
uses a variety of innovative cents for all.

•Film Committee to
Present Student Films

THE RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
FINE ARTS SERIES

Debators Win at
Dartmouth Tournament
In their first tournament of
the year, four R.I.C. debate
team members had three
victories at the Dartmouth
College Tournament, defeating
Tufts
College,
Emerson
CoJlege and University of'
Massachusetts. There was only
a two point spread in the.
debate between Tufts and
R.I.C. with the score of 34-32.
The topic was RESOLVED
FEDERAL
THE
THAT
SHOULD
GOVERNMENT
CONTROL THE SUPPLY
OF
AND UTILIZATION
ENERGY IN THE UNITED
STATES. The debaters that
wori the affirmative side of the
question were: Susan Baldyga
and Bruce McIntyre, Thomas
Enos and Shep Desimone won
the negative side of the
question in the debate with
Univ. of Mass.
In a recent on campus puofic
from
debate participants

R.I.C. were (Aff) Pamela
Heslin, Susan Baldyga vs
(Neg) Denise LaClair and Eric
Jefferds. The debate was
judged by Charles Haskell,
now of the R.I. Department of
Transportation and he concluded that both teams needed
more evidence and to realize
that fuel ,is not energy, but only
a source of power.
Two more campus debates
are scheduled in November to
deal with the energy crisis
topic that is being analyzed by
every Debate Society in
America. The next campus
debate will be Wednesday,
November 7th versus Brown
On Tuesday,
University.
13th Emerson
November
College will challenge our
team on campus. Both debates
will be in the Debate Squad
Room CL233 at 7: 30 in the
evening. Refreshments will be
served.

PUCCINI'S

Sunday.Nov.

11

TOSCA''

18, 1973

at 8:00 p.m.
in Roberts Theatre
General Admission .$4.00
or RIC I.D. plus $1.00
Box office opens Nov. 12, 1973
Call 831-6600 ext. 224 to reserve ticke.ts.
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For

Operation:

Co-op Playgroup
I.

Campus Crier
What You Read Here Is Official·
(and it might also be important l.

CAREER

DISCUSSION GROUPS - ALUMNI LOUNGE
November 13- Industrial National Bank - James Zompa

1:00
'
Employs: Grads with degrees in various fields.
November 14 - Jewish Community Center - Estelle
Nemoy, 2:00
•
Employes: Grads with ~xperience working with people,
also, psychology, soc10logy, social work, physical
educat10n, and pre-school education majors.
.
If y~u have an interest in math and want to put it to use
m a busmes~ environment ... then learn about your career
futur~ as an msu_ranc~actuary at a seminar on the Casualty
Actunal profess10n given by the Casualty Acturial Society,
November 13, 1973, 2-4:00, at the Sheraton Boston Hotel
:Prudential Center, Boston, Massachusetts.
'
For more information and transportation see Frankie
Wellins or Tricia Haney in the Career Development Center
Roberts Hall. •
'
Drop Form for Individual Courses

The old drop form has a cover sheet that refers to a tenweek deadline for dropping a course. This deadline date is
no longer valid. The drop period is now the first six weeks of
the semester and ended October 26, 1973.Students wishing
to drop a course after this date should pick up a Special
Drop F?rm at the Re~ords Office. The basis fot dropping a
course 1sfor extenuatmg reasons other than academic. The
procedures are explained on the form.

NOTICE

Domenic Coppolino, M.
Consulting Psychiatrist,
will have office hours at the
Campus Health Center,
by Appointment,
Mondays 1 :00 - 5:00 p.m.

JESSECOLIN YOUNG
and special guest

MARIA MULDAUR·
will appear
Thursday, Nov. 8, 1973 - 8:30 p.m.
Edwards Aud. - Univ. of R.I.
UR I Undergrads:

$ 2.50

All Others: $ 4.00

Tickets available at: Century Disc• 'Narwick Mall; Carl Diggens Prov.; Richies· - Wakefield; Music Odyssey - Newport and Student
Union . UR I.

sAfIoat:JoinUs!
SailseachSeptember& February.
This is the way you've always wanted
to learn
and should. Combine
accredited
study with a fascinating
semester of travel to Africa, Australasia, the Orient, and the Americas.
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges
hav<:l already participated.
Financial
aid is available. Write now for free
catalog:

WCA, Chapman College
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666

"The responsibility for the
licensing of day nursuries andor day care centers in the State
of Rhode Island was placed in
the State Department oJ Social
Welfare, Division of Child
Welfare
Services.
bv
legislative act:. General laws of
RI, 1956,Title 40, Chapter 15as
amended. The law requires
that any person who receives
for the purpose of nursing and
care apart from their parents
or guardians, at one time
three or more children not of
common parentage under the
age of 14 years, for a period or
periods exceeding four but not
exceeding
twelve
hours,
irrespective of compensation
or reward, must first obtain a
license from the Director of the
State Department of Welfare."
---Standards for Day Care
Centers, RI. Dept. of Social
and Rehabilitative Services,
Division of Community Services, Child Welfare Services.
Prov., RI. 1970
In
our
Cooperative
Playgroup: 1) no child attends
for more than four continuous
hours, and 2) no parent or
guardian exceeds four hours in
caring for more than two
children
not of common
parentage under the age of
fourteen years,.. (exclu9ing his
or her own child). Therefore,
we do not come under the
licensing requirements of the
State Department of Welfare.
II.

TRUCKING
If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It
1s free, accessible and reaches a lot more people than a note on a bulletin
board. 1:o partic_ipate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are
you a ~nver or nder? 2) Where are you going from aoo to? 3) When are
you gomg? 4 l Are you willing to share expenses? 5) Who are you and
where can y~ be reached_' N?tices will be run for two weeksonly unless
ren~wed. Aga_m,the_se_rv1ce1s free and will allow you to reach a large
aud1en~ ~~d 1s not hmtted to commuting back and forth from RIC. The
resp?~s1b1hty for the smooth operation of the service rests with the
participants and not with the Anchor.
.

Drivers
Leaving West Warwick for
11:00 a.m. classes Mon. and
Tues. and 10: 00 a.m. classes
on Wed. and Fri. Leaving RIC
Mon. and Thurs. at 3: 00 p.m.,
Tues. 4: 00 p.m., Wed. 12 noon,
Fri. 1: 00 p.m. Call Ann at 8211332.

·Thanks For
Support

turq to
"Play Group". Pg. 10)

From RIC to Warwick. Will
share expenses. Anytime after
these hours: Mon.-4 p.m.,
Tues.-12 noon, Wed. and
Thurs.-2 p.m., Fri.-3 p.m. Call
Frank at 828-9247.

From to RIC lo New York
Leaving East Side for RIC, City on Friday, November 2 or
Mon. at 8 p.m. Call Will, 331- Saturday, November ;3. Will
0008_
Share expenses.
Contact
Steven Sickles Suite R, Weber
Leaving Unfversity Heights Hall at 8:H-9505.
area for RIC, Mon. thru Wed.
for 11 a.m. classes and Thurs.
From RIC to Warwick. Will
and Fri. for 10 a.m. classes.
share
expenses. Mon. 2 p.m. or
Leaving RIC for University
Heights, Mon., Tues., Thurs., later; Tues. 5 p.m. or later;
after 4 p.m. Wed. and Fri. after Thurs. 7 p.m. or later. Call
2 p.m. Call Rachel at 351-3679. Linda 737-2810.

The parent members of the
Cooperative Playgroup have
determined that we face two
challenges in the coming
academic year. The most
immediate task is that we
make the co-op operational as Leaving
Attleboro,
Mon.
soon as possible, so that we through Fri. for 9 a.m. classes.
may attend the classes for Leaving RIC Mon., Tues., &
which we have enrolled.
Thurs., at 3 p.m. Wed. at 5 p.m.
The second challenge is the
and Fri. at 2 p.m. Call 222-3138,
determination of the kind of ask for Alice.
organization which would fit
the needs • of parents and
children on a long term basis
and benefit the entire Rh0de
Island College community. To
this end we will be visiting and
evaluating the various forms of
child care now existing in the Dear Ms. Stergis,
Thank you very much for
state, familiarizing ourselves
interest
in
the
with the laws pertaining to your
Cooperative Playgroup and
each form, and with the
adaptability of each to our your support at our October
situation. With this knowledge 3rd meeting.
Enclosed is a copy 0f our
we then plan to determine the
best program for our needs, interim proposal for operation
and to identify space needs for of the Co-op, which has been
approved for the remainder of
the oncoming academic year,
allowing for expected mem- 'the semester. We have become
incorporated,
bership growth.
purchased
•
liability insurance, and our
To accomplish our first task,
we hereby request use of the present operation is comLower Lounge of Browne Hall pletely legal.
for the current academic year
After we get on our feet with
( 1973-74).We are aware that the interim operation we will
the college cannot grant final continue full force with plans
approval for use of this space
for a more permanent faciiity
unless the rights of the Browne to serve the Rhode Island
Hall residents are considered
College community for future
and protected. Attached is a years.
copy 0f the letter now being
At the moment a few
circulated
through
the openings
exist
for new
residents' mailboxes.
members in the Co-op. If you
During the fall semester our know of anyone who needs this
membership will include ten service, please tell them to
families with eleven children,
come and fill out the necessary
all in the three to five year age application papers in the
group. Our hours of operation
Lower Lounge of Browne Hall,
will be from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 Monday through Friday from
p.m. We request use of the 9:00 a.m. to 1:0) p.m. The
space from 8:00 a.m. until 2:00 children must be tbree years of
1 Please

Riders

1 Please

turn to
"Support". Pg. 10>

To RIC from either Elmwood ( near 400's) of Hunington Ave. Contact Sunny
Mancinelli
preferably
by
student mailbox or 941-2814.

Ride needed to East Side on
Wednesdays after 4: 15 class.
Contact Jane Danielewicz,
care of Student Union Mail
Box.
Ride wanted frow East Side
to RIC and from RIC to East
Side. I'll give the exact times
when you contact me. Mary,
751-1653.
From RIC to Pawtucket on
Monday at 6: 30 p.m. Call 7239796 after 5: 00 p.m. Ask for
Linda.
Ride wanted to WinstonSalem, N. Carolina on or soon
after Dec. 17th. Call 831-9281,
Linda lB.

UNWANTED
PREGNANCY?
AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNING IS A
HOSPITAL· AFFILIATED ORGANIZA·
TION OFFERING YOU ALL ALTERNATIVES TO AN UNWANTED PREGNANCY. FOR INFORMATION IN YOUR
AREA CALL:

Call (21 S) 449-2006

AMERICANFAMILY
PLANNING
A MedicalServiceto Help You
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The Sugar
Industry: Giving
Candy to Babies

PORTRAITS

(CPS-LNS> - Besides advertising in the media. Amstar
and the rest of the sugar industry teach children to inHeiser
L.
hy Jeffrey
contheir sugar
crease
sumption in other ways too.
Recently. the Center for
Science in the Public Interest.
a non-profit group which inand
consumer
vestigates
White Light-White Heat
environmental problems, filed
I heard her long, red scream. what it's like, not to be able to a formal complaint with the
No one else but myself could sleep for four days straight?" FTC over a booklet entitled
The Story of Candy.
hear it. Her face was corpse- Her face was wild.
I looked at the clock. It was
Published by the National
white, with heavy black makeup streaked above her eyes and three-thirty. I wondered what Confectioners Association, the
it was that had kept me awake booklet is sent free of charge to
broad black circles under
them. She sat in a corner, on a this far. I looked at her. Who's school teachers, passed out
bare mattress on the floor, and fault was she? Her face was and discussed with school
if she could have a wish, it now in her hands, those hands children. Among the false and
the long misleading statements in the
would have been to blend into that displayed
the wall. As if her long, red fingernails she had long since booklet are these:
"Since any food product is as
scream took everything that been famous for. Now, a few of
was her and vanished into air, them broken, the others still nutritious as the ingredients
without ever being recorded. wearing chipped, black polish. used in its manufacture, it is
that
surprising
Her eyes were wide, wide- The marks on her arms were not
nutritionists reserve a special
open, like jade-stones in the blue-black, blue-black.
The photograph album still place in the well-balanced diet
night, and the marks on her
on the table. After we had for candy."
lay
blueblue-black,
arms were
Candy, the booklet claims,
come in off the streets late in
'black.
I drank cheap wine from a the afternoon, she had showed plays an important role as a
dirty glass, and I sat on an old me all the pictures, describing "fever fighter" and "prevents
chair by the table at the center at great length what each one vomiting, diarrhea, and the
of the room. Above the table was: Now I opened the book convulsions" and it helps to
from a long, black cord hung a and turned the pages. There "speed recovery and prevent
single bright-light bulb which was her family, and then her vomiting after anesthesia ...
"Dental investigators have
friends, and everyone had
still left many shadows
much to sweep away the
done
pictures.
the
for
smiled
throughout the room.
I heard her call my name older ideas about sugar's
I heard her long, red scream,
her open mouth displaying 'in (her voice was soft now). I negative relation to the dental
her heard her call my name (she health."
uniformity
total
grotesquely rotten teeth. She came across now).
And oh, I felt the fingers Boston Symphony
had shrieked at me to shut up,
<Continued fr"Jm P. 6)
although the words had been crawl up my arms, now. And
tortured
with
pleaded
she
oh,
looked
She
indecipherable.
what the audience expects, and
thrown away, as if some pupils, long since absent of their resp0nse is subdued, with
person had taken some sub- learning, although she had only a few giving the standing
it gone too far. Her tears were ovation the piece deserved.
stance and splattered
against the wall, in the corner. like ice, and willow weep for
In this performance, as i11
"Please," she spoke, and I was me, she asked me for the the evening as a whole, Ozawa
not sure whether her crc;1shing needle. She goes, "do I come is flawless. What makes him a
would be violent or whether across now?" She goes, and good conductor is that he does
she would take the normal she becomes, and Christ, she's not actually seem to conduct
the music or the musicians. It
route by sputtering noiselessly, human.
seems, rather, that the music
as if she had been electric and
is conducted through him,
some unseen observer had
The dedication: for Ron something as metal conducts
pulled out the plug. I had not
spoken for half an hour, and Stetson, T .S. Eliot and his own electricity, every nuance and
of the music
her shriek-command to shut up personal wastelanq, New York inflection
did not bother me, yet I could City, Marlon Brando and the mirrored in Ozawa's own
never understand. She would Last Tango, and for anyone movements. He seems almost
else who stayed up all night, to choreograph on the podium.
say so.
"How could you?" she just out of fear, which takes a This is to say, by no means,
that there is a lack of discipline
pleaded. "How can you know lot of courage.
in the pit. The control exhibited
here was its uniqueness,
(from Pg. !I)
revealing even more distinctly
p.m. The hour prior to and the p.m. We will request use 0f the the actual interpretation of the
hour succeeding the four hour space from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 music in its spareness; there is
0f no imposition of the conhours
Specific
session will be used for p.m.
operation will not be deter- ductor's emotion on the piece
cleanup,
preparation,
programming, and meetings. mined until the beginning of to muddle the sound; it is pure.
Coverage shall always in- the Spring Semester, con- He has the orchestra at his
clude one parent. Additional tingent upon schedules of the fingertips, drawing the proper
coverage shall be provided by members.
attention to the right section at
the precise instant in which it
volunteers as needed, e.g.
As the Fall ·Semester
during peak hours of use,
must be heard, and the Boston
responds
outside play hours, etc. Lun- progresses, we intend to make
Symphony
ches shall be provided by each additional reports on our ex- magnificently. It's almost a
perience and research to theatrical presentation, rather
parent for his or her child.
During the Spring Semester finalize our interim proposal as than a purely musical are in its
we hope to open our mem- it applies to the Spring
edge of seat anticipation. Here
bership to ten additional Semester, while progressing
there is a suspense of form, a
families. This will necessitate towards a more permanent
power and a tension of
for the next
'two four-hour shifts; 9:00 a.m. arrangement
movement, as tight as any
tol:00 p.m. and 1:00 t0 5:00 academic year (1974-75).
found in drama

Playgroup

Sociology
Column
by Will Collette

Dr. Leo Miller spoke to the
Gerontological
American
Society convention in Miami
Beach on November 6th. The
topic of Dr. Miller's discussion
was his paper "A Concept of
Aging."

Support (from

X. 1!1,::

Pg.

Around the Town
:\I(fflES
RI('

November 11
The Conformist, 8 p.m., Gaige Hall. Admission 75c with HIC I.D ..
$1.00 without
November 14
Student films - made by RIC student film makers. 7::W p.m.
Admission 75c
l'RI

November 10
Fiddler on the Roof, 7:30 p.m., Edwards Hall. Admission 75c
PRODUCTIONS
BROWN

November 9 and 10
Chile Woman: A showoff by Rites and Reason, 8:30 p.m.,
Churchill House, 155 Angell Street
VETERAN'S

TRINITY SQUARE REPERTORY

Sincerely,
Margaret A. McCarthy
Assistant r.oordinator
The Cooperative
Playgroup, Inc.

THEATRE

Until November 18
Upstairs Ghost Dance, downstairs Brothers to Dragon, 8:00 p.m.
and 2:30 p.m., Wed., Sat. and Sun. Matinees - all reserved
seats, $4. General admission $2, student admission one-half
hour before curtain may be purchased for $3.00 downstairs,
$2.00 upstairs
CURTIS PLAYHOUSE

November 9-11
Butterflies Are Free, 8:15 p.m., Slater Park, Pawtucket. Tickets
$2.50.
NEXT WEEK
VETERAN'S MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

November 17
R.I. Philharmonic Orchestra, 8:30 p.m. Tickets $4.50, $5.50 and
$6.50. Ticket endowment
CONCERTS AND MIXERS
RIC

November 11
Edward Markham recital, 8:00 p.m., Roberts Hall. Admission
Free
November 15
Dave Van Ronk and Jon Polee, 8:00 p.m., Roberts Auditorium.
Tickets $1.50 with RIC I.D., $2.50 general admission
PALACE CONCERT THEATRE

November 11
John Mayall and Argent, 8 p.m. Tickets $4, $5and $6
SEEKONK

November 11
Concert by State Ballet of R.I., 2:00 p.m., Seekonk High School,
Seekonk, Mass.
P.C.

Mixer sponsored by the class of '76, 8:00 p.m., Raymond Dining
Room
++Events eligible for ticket endowment have a discount for
students. Sign up with Ms. Billie Burrill in Walsh Center
Late Addition
Reopening of the Coffeehouse, 1st floor Student Union, November
9 and 10,8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Jay Bolotin, admission 50c

Atoani.
W171$1otlli11'
Third Curriculum

wants

new Ideas
new courses< like auto mechanics,
ceramics, the how-to's
of Income tax ... )

!I)

for
age, and preference
membership will be given to
students. .
Once again, thank you for
your support. We will keep you
abreast of our progress.

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

November 11
Houston Ballet, 3:00 p.m. Tickets $4.50-$7.50.Tickets endowed
November 13
Chinese Opera Theatre, 8:00 p.m., $4.50, $5.50, $6.50 and $7.50.
Tickets endowed.

for .Spring Semester
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SISTERS •
PICK UP
SISTERS
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Write in your ideas, and give them to THIRD
Student Activities Office, R. 200,
CURRICULUM
call 831-6600,ext. 488, 489.
or
Union,
Student
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Parliament

Raise In Activity
Fee Proposed
Mr. Kenneth D. Haupt,
President
of the Student
Parliament,
has suggested
that the student activity fee be
abolished and replaced with a
student activity
tax and
athletics activity tax. The
present student activity fee is
$40 per year, $14 of which goes
to athletics.
Mr. Haupt's
proposal would split the fee
into two taxes; a student activity tax of $40 per year and an
athletics activity tax of $14 per
year. This would mean a raise
of $14 per year.
The reason for the raise is to
increase funding to student
organizations
and projects
such as increased Anchor
coverage and a campus radio
station. Last Spring many
student organizations faced
drastic budget cuts because of
insufficient funds. An attempt
was made to raise the activity
fee at last Spring's registration
but failed 2 to 1 at a student
vote. President Haupt stated
that,
"every
student
organization that is funded by
Student
Parliament
will
benefit by a raise in the activity tax." The proposal will
be put up to a vote of the
student body.
Mr. Haupt further stated
that complete control of the
student activity tax be placed
under the control of the Student
Parliament. The athletic activity monies would remain
under the control of the
__,,.-College.
The
Haupt
proposal
suggested that the student
activity tax be extended to
include graduate and nonmatriculating students at a
rate of $3.00 per credit. Mr.
Russell Dannecker and Mr.
Robert Tremblay representing
the non-matriculating
and
graduate students respectively
expressed support for the
proposal.
Mr. Dannecker
stated that if "non-matrics and
graduate students are to be
represented
on
Student
Parliament and benefit from
the activity tax then they
should contribute to it."
On the suggestion of Mr.
Ezra Schneider the Parliament
voted to endorse the proposal

of Dr. Charles B. Willard,
President of the College, on the
possible firing of Mr. Manuel
Stevos, Willard Hall Director.
Dr. Willard suggested that all
documentary proof of charges
raised against Mr. Stevos be
presented
to Mr. Stevos.
Parliament's concern for due
process led the members to
vote in favor of the proposal.
Finance Commission

Acting Treasurer Mr. James
Hasenfus -reported that the
finance commission has taken
the following actions:
1)
Referred an Art Club request
of $2,000.00; 2) approved a
request of Anthropos for $84.00
per student for up to ten •
students to attend a convention
in New Orleans; 3) denied a
Parliament request for $15.00
for the rental of a refrigerator;
and 4) denied a request that the
Parliament be allowed to set
up a $400.00 travel account.
Appointments

President Haupt made the
following appointments:
1)
Elaine Quigley to the Student
Activities Governing Effort; 2)
Karen Brown, Chairperson of
the
Academic
Calender
Committee;
3)
Robert
Tremblay, Chairperson of the
Academic Grievance Committee;
4) Jan
Gillen,
Secretary of Student Commmunity Government; 5) Elaine
Quigley, Treasurer
of the
Student Community Government replacing Michael Ritoli
who resigned this week; and 6)
Russell C. Dannecker, Press
Secretary, Student Community
Government.
Constitutions

The Constitutions of the
young Democrats and the Coop
Playgroup were ref erred to the
Constitutions Committee for
review.
Representation

In an effort to increase
awareness of Parliament's
activities an agenda will be
posted and published one day
before the meeting. Everyone
is invited to attend and voice
their opinions on any matter
before the Parliament. If you
have
any questions
or
proposals
for
Student
Parliament come up to Room
310 of the Student Union.

THEATRE

A Lopsided Evening
by Ron Stetson

Beset, as I now am, with the
Last weekend the Rhode
difficulty of rendering such a
Island
College
Theatre
C0mpany, under the direction j0yous experience gracefully
0f Elaine Perry, presented The and accurately, I am conLight and Dark Sides of fr0nted with the Herculean
Truman Capote. The title of the task 0f selecting the approgram proved to be an ap- propriate superlative. The list
is overpropriate description of the 0f possibilities
evening's performance as welJ. whelming. It was moving,
First on the playbill was the sensitive, sensuous, and very
Ltght Side of Mr. Capote's funny. It had great style and
literature represented by a 1?1aturity.Above all however, it
cutting from his famous work had taste. Both the literature
Breakfast at Tiffanys. The and the performance were
presentation was arranged by p0werful and delicate. At no
John Edwards and Elaine time did the readers (actors)
Perry and was performed in attempt to 0verwhelm their
yet they were
the style of Chamber Theatre. audience
It was a gratifying experience. p0werful. At no time did the

TYPl:\G:

1'1.'rm pa1wrs. n'sunws.

HI(; HHOTHEHS needed to work
with emotionally
and
disturbed
retarded
youths.
If interested
contact
.Jo-Ann.
('ommunity
Service Office S.l'. :IO.tor call ex.
~05. Your hl.'lp is urgently needed.
\'OLL':\TEEHS
!\'.EEDED:
The
Da Vinci Center. a non-profit. nonpolitical organization.
is looking
for volunteer waitresses for their
senior citizens' "Meals In A Social
Setting" once a month for :1 hours.
Location: Giuliano's Hestaurant.
( to
:rn:1 Charles St.. Providence
min. from HIC>. Time: from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. If interested, call
8:11-1010from !I a.m. to 12 noon. Ask
for Cathy. This is no joke, we need
help!

t't(·. :;o nnts

pt•r pa~t•. Tf'I. i:!.t-:lli:1-t.

FOH S:\LE: Stereo components.
t.,-.to per nnt off list. :\lost major
brands: 1'\''s and calculators also
a,· a ila hie.
En•rything
fully
guaranlet'd. Call Emil<' at ifi!l-a.t0i.
\\',\:\TED:
People serioush
int(•rested in parapsychology a,~d thl'
occult. Come to PIHO meetings
<'Hr_v Tuesda~· nite. i ::IO J>.111..
Student l'nion.
\\',\:\TED:
Hea tie
:\Ion th ly
:\lagazint's. \\'ill buy or traM for
them. Ask for .John .tli:1-!llli.t.
WANTED:
Beatie Maniacs
to
trade. sell. correspond into on the
good old days . .tfi:1-!ll(i.t.

For Sale: l!lfi7 International Metro
Van
Self-contained
Camper
WANTED: To rent or buy. A small
Sleeps .t. Toilet and complete
used refrigerator in good running
condition.
Contact
Ginger
in • kitchen. New tires and battery.
Willard J2-!I or call extension fi91. Call Bill Hutchinson - Ext. 271 or
27.t - 256:1.
Donations Needed: The Da Vinci
Center is asking for donations of
yarn and arts & crafts materials
for their senior citizens program.
Any donations
would be appreciated and can be left in the box
in the Community Services Office
in the Student Union. Thank You
MEALS On Wheels urgently needs
volunteers to deliver hot lunches to
homebound
elderly.
Monday
through Friday <pick your own
day) approx. 11::30 to I ::l0. Call ex.
:;or, or contact Jo-i\nn Commumty
Service Office S.U. :l04.
THE TALENT Search Program is
seeking
volunteer
tutors
for
students, grades 8 through 12. Any
hours convenient for you. Your
assistance
is appreciated.
If interested, please fill out a form and
leave in the Upward Bound Office,
Craig Lee 128 or.Special Services,
Craig Lee 061. For additional information, contact Gwen Chandler
at 274-2121.
PHOTOG_RAPHY:
Portraits,
Candids,
Children's,
Weddings,
etc. Call Jon McNally 461-5178.
LOST : A crystal stone pendant.
with silver chain. Lost Friday
October 26, somewhere on campus.
Contact Jan at 8:11-967:1.Reward.
O1\lAH's race car was smoking as
it headed for the J turn.
TIIE PHOFESSOH
warns
all
demented people; beware of the
ski slopes at the South Pole.

readers communicate tramy
yet they were delicate. At all
times the performance was an
accurate representation of Mr.
Capote's superb ability for
c0mbining these two elements
in his literature. Held always
in perfect balance, interjected
in exacted ratios, obtained
their maximum effect. It was
d0ne with great taste.
Bill McHale and David
Chemel did admirable jobs
with their readings of the
narrators past and present
respectively. The qualities of
their v0ices were near perfect
c01?1pliments,one to the other,
which
exposed
a
fine
judgement in casting on Elaine
Perry's part. Their "pas de
deux" type movement about
the stage was well executed
and aided considerably the
audience's understanding that
they were both playing the
same character at the same

for sale at
MINOLTA cameras
fantastic prices. Contact Kathy by
dropping a note in the S box of the
Student Union Mail.
SITTERS Wanted For families
with Retarded children. Warwick
East Greenwich
Area. For information and interview please
call Craig Cole 7:19-2!1!12,
Mondays
2-8, Fridays 12-4.

fOH. S.-\LE: Triumph TIHi. ,·ellow.
11t•,,· t•ngirw.
good lop.
wide
radials: asking $Ui00. :\lichael at
:.'i:!-1~!1
I or ~:11 ea mpus.

i

('O:\THAHY to rumors. PIRO is
:\OT a defunct organization. :'l;ew
11wmhers will be welcomed e,·ery
Tuesda~· night at i::IO p.m. in tht'
l'nion.
FOH S,\LE:
l!Hi8 Pl_\'·mouth
Hoadnmn(-r. -1 ;,peed. Good condition. :\lust sell. Call 2:11-.t:12:1.
FOH SALE: Panasonic
AM-Fl\l
Stereo
Cassette
with Garrad
Turntable and .t Speakers. Asking
$:!a0. .tli:l-!11
li.t.
Hock Group available for rarties.
dances. concerts. etc. Call Joe :151-taa0.
Need apartment
mate,
Girls:
Booth Ave., Pawtucket. Call 728·>llfi!l. Ask for Susan.
Wanted:
"Oldies but Goodies"
.t5's, rock, soul, country, pop, etc.
1!155-1!172.Many titles wanted for
very large collection. Call Paul !142022:1.
GARDEN HOSE. 75 feet. Excellent
~ondition. $2. 72fi-2547.
CHAIH.
for
desk.
Wooden
Excellent shape. $2. 726-2547.

SKIS. Metal. downhill Rossignols,
. with poles. 210 cm (82 inches).
condition.
Need binExcellent
Male and dings. $20. 726-2547.
HELP WANTED:
Female to work in Friendy's Ice
SOFA. Modern, !10inches long, rust
Cream. Johnston. All hours open.
Contact Janet
Renza care of color, back and seat cushions, very
comfortable. $H5. 7211-2547.
Student Mail or Richard Dumoulin
I Mgr> 272-7784.
VANITY DRESSER. Mahogany, 4
drawers. 48 x l!I inches. Excellent.
COLEMAN LANTERN:
Never
used. Perfect condition. $12. 726- $7. 7:?f>-2547.
2547.
GREAT cameras at great prices.
Minolta sets. Contact Kathy by
dropping a note in the S box at the
Information Desk.
V.W. 1!170HUG. beige, good condition. Asking $1250. Call Susan
Dolce after 5 p.m. 521-9057.

FOR SALE: 1971 - Green VW
Exce:tent condition, low mileage
127,000), asking $2200. For further
information, contact Freda at ext.
a02 or at 421-8:m;.
CHARCOAL
GRILL.
Round,
stand-up, with electric rotary
skewer. Excellent. $2. 726-2547.

FOR SALE : Amp. Baldwin, 2 TO PUT a rocket in your pocket
have a shot of Sprite soda.
channel 100 Watt. inputs 200 Bass.
Treble,
Tremole
Reverb
Mike
THE ('OMMODORE with his emo
i\KG. Hardly used .t s. - 6 months
old. Excellent condition. 4:l4-!l:I08. fleet direct from the port of Naples
flushed out the freaky General
FOR Si\LE : (2) suitcase Type 8 after having whipped, strapped
and hanged him.
track tape players. Can work on
halteril.'s or 110 volt. Asking $25.00
or best offer. Call 72:l-920:Jafter 5.
Call 722-:1:186
up to 5. Ask for Rich.

time in d1tterent stages of his
life. Mr. McHale's rendering of
the last paragraphs was quite
striking.
With the excepti0n of Diane
Warren the remainder of the
cast turned in credible and
numerous
cameo
performances. Between the four of
them,
convincing
interpretations of eight different
characters
were
com1!1unicatedto the audience.
J0hn Galluci managed three
0f these characters himslf. His
reading of 0. J. Berman was
truly funny. Roger Jadosz also
had three characterizations in
this piece and although he is a
11ew-c0mmer to the R.I.C.
stage he did not appear a
novice to the art form itself. He
has a pleasant voice. I hope we
hear m0re of • it. Diane
Postonian was Mag Wildwood
and although her articulation
was s0mewhat relaxed her

SLED. Children's. :l6 inches long.
$1.50. 726-2547.

appearance as this 'mad-cap
miss' was visually delightful.
R0semary Keough, the last of
the four, was onstage only
briefly, but her presence was
1nost assuredly felt.
Last, but definitely not least,
is Diane Warren. Diane was
H01ly Golightly. Diane was
als0 fantastic. She carried out
her
numerous
costume
changes and rapid entrances
and exits with aplomb and
grace. She was enchanting,
vivacious,
sensuous,
and
engaging. She played at will
with our sympathies, building
our empathy for her situation
in near perfect progression. It
l!lUStbe remembered however,
that in Chamber Theatre the
performers are not supposed to
be acting, they are in essence
reading, and Ms. Warren ma~
have 0verstepped her bound~
0n 0ccasion. I am willing
<Continued
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Other authors have answered the question "why did
( Continued from P. IO
however, to overlook this such and such murders hapminor detail in •face of her pen" with the all too familiar
delicious artistry. The moment response, "for money." This ·is
when Holly kicked her cat and dramatic because we feel it is
let fly, "I said fuck off,." is a inhulllan to piace a 1~10netary
moment I will not soon forget. value on life. Of course this is
only pretense since we do place
Bravo madame, bravo!
The direction of the piece a value on life. Isn't it far more
was quite good. The distinction pathetic when we discover
between characters was as someone was murdered during
well drawn through physical a mugging for five dollars than
someone
movement as it was in verbal wnen We hear that
one-million.
for
liquidated
was
expression. The general transit
but the
of actors on, off and about Naturally this is true,
a
placing
that
relllains
fact
stage was well thought out and
a
in
money
of
amount
small
well executed. One moment
this
in
pocket,
man's
murdered
great
with
another
was built on
is an
care and skill allowing the age of the mugger,
the
say
to
device
uninventive
magic
literature to work its
too
it
heard
have
We
least.
beautifully. The progress from
before.
often
scene to scene was pleasing to
Another equally uninventive
watch and well incorporated
technique is the
dralllatic
with the set designed by Mr.
sympathy for the
of
building
of
Gavis, the adaptability
Isn't it a
persons.
inurdered
which, left little to be desired.
nice
such
to
happened
it
pity
The curtain call, which inthat is only
course
Of
people."
submerged
conspicuously
what we say, what we feel is
itself into the mood of the "if it happened to them it could
piece, was a stroke of genius. happen to me." 1h either case
In summary I must once
the dramatic effect is obtained
again turn to the work taste as but cheaply, to be sure.
'
an adjective for this perto have you
wish
not
do
I
formance. The overall feeling think that Capote is not guilty
was much like what one might of using these devices, and that
feel when listening to a string is all they are, because he is.
quartet as opposed to an or- However he does not focus on
chestra. In this case it was a them. • Regrettably,
this
string quartet that played with production did.
all the artistry it could muster.
The raison d'etre of Capote's
Unfortunately, the plaudits book is: Why did Perry Smith,
so willingly passed about in at that moment, slit Mr.
description. of the first item on Clutter's throat. The other
the playbill will not hold up in lllurders are inconsequential
description of the second. In since after they have killed one
fact quite the opposite is the they must kill the rest and
case. The Dark Side of Truman Capote makes a point of letting
Capote, evidenced in the ac- us know that. The answer is
claimed work, In Cold Blood, that it was an accident.
did not make it.
Accident, a word that once
spoken by the arresting officer,
rustles inceasently through the
leaves of this book. Accident of
what? It was an accident of
Perry Smith's personality, his
relationship to Dick and his
physical disability. Therefore,
Perry Slllith's condition is not
just illlpo_rtant, but indispensible to the drama. For
the most part it was dispensed
with in this production.
The fact is, that Perry Smith
There are a number of is an intelligent person who has
been led to believe his is stupid.
reasons why Mr. Capote's
He manifests this problem by
acsuch
received
has
story
claim. One is that it is an submitting himself willingly to
exhaustively factual account of a dominant figure. Dick
dominant
this
a brutal murder. That does not becomes
however, truly set it apart figure. Dick however, is no
from many other works. There 1nore than a blowhard, and
are a good body of works that Perry knows it. Although
fall into this category. The Perry knows he is more inaccounts of Lizzie Borden, the telligent than Dick he can not
Boston Strangler, and Jack the admit it to himself since he will
Ripper, provide recognizable then lose Dick as a dominant
figure in his mind's eye. This
testimony to this fact.
Another reason is that Mr. conflict is a constant _torment
Capote has written his account to his frail pshycological
in a fairly new style known as makeup. Perry also has a
which is terrible problem with his legs.
"parajournalism"
"not quite fictionalized fact." The more he uses them the
Once again this does not set greater the pain.
These facts are essential.
him apart since th1s form is
Perry's
used quite extensively in other Remember
with Dick is
books but is called "gon- relationship
zojournalism." The writtings coming to a head. Remember
of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson that they have been walking up
(Fear and Loathing in Las and down stairs in the Clutter
Vegas, Fear and Loathing on home for some time and
the Campaign Trail, Fear and Perry's legs were causing him
Loathing at the Watergate, pain before they arrived. Now
etc.) who is called the prince of place them • in front of the
"gonzo," can bear witness helpless Mr. Clutter and they
have an argument that touches
here.
of their
on the heart
separates
that
thing
one
The
relationship.
Mr. capote's book from others dissapating
is that he has managed to do Perry is about to admit to
what few authors of murder himself that he doesn't belong
stories do. He has answered with Dick. It gets more and
the question "why" and that lllore tense. Then Perry
answer is the root of the entire kneels. The pain is unbearable,
-everything comes to a head at
drama of his labor.

Pnce, suddenly Perry strikes
out. The deed is done. Here is
the drama. Here is the accident and pathetic situation of
Perry Slllith.
We get little of this
relationship in this production,
hence we get little of the
essence of Capote's brilliant
work. As a result of the editing
book is
this magnificent
reduced to one of those run of
the mill murder stories I
It
previously.
mentioned
became merely the sorry story
of such good people lllurdered
for so little money.
In addition to this major
civersight the editing also
caused the omission of some
important ironic elements.
Herb Clutter had that very day
taken out his first life in:
surance policy. Perry Smith
prevented Dick Hickock from
Clutter,
Nancy
raping
prepared to kill him if the
situation called for it.
In the face of these textual
problems (which are major
due to the
considerations
nature of the medium-readers
theatre) it is superfluous to
wonder if the production
worked. It did not. The overall
!llood was one of regret and
pity as evidenced in the
narrator's presentation of the
piece. Her attitude, which is
what sets the tone of the
was a slow
presentation,
moving, drawn out recollection
pf a sad event. Wallowing in
regret can become rather
boring and in this case did.
This is hardly the intention or
nature of Mr. Capote's book.
Also the "Oh my God, they only
got fifty bucks" ending did not
have the power intended. In a
sense, it pretended to be

sP1nething that it was nPt. and
became e!llbarrassing. It was
actuallv trite since we have
heard it so many times before.
Mr.
Once again hardly
Cap0te·s intention: he ended
his story with a continued
study pf the relationship
between Perry anct Dick in jail.
There were :,;ome perforn1ances of note however.
David Chemel as the cop
exhibited an excellent ability
with voice and maintenance of
subtle moods. Roselllary
Keough turned in a fine
reading as Mrs. Clutter. Her
delicate handling of Mrs.
Ctutter's near breakdown was
superb.
Bill McHale turned in a
tremendous reading as Perry

Si'nith. It was an ach1evelllent
special merit. Unfor(If
tunately, due to the omissions
and
character
pf Perry's
physical condition textually, it
was difficult, unless one had
read the book, to realize just
how special this performance
was. Instead of realizing the
Mr. Mc Hale
achievement
!!lade with the accuracy of his
reading 0ne got the impression
it was a fair to good portrayal
pf a young kn0ck-kneeded
sickie who squeezed his legs
too hard. His performance was
actually much more than that.
The scene when Perry finally
·spilled his guts' was a moving
experience. Mr. McHale was
very special.

A Cast of Thousands or RIC Dance
Company Tours Again
The Rhode Island College
Dance Company will play four
elementary schools in the
Barrington area on November
two
Approximately
8th
thousand children in Nayatt,
West Barrington, Peck and
Primrose Elementary Schools
will see five performances inthe-round.
The Company will be
by - twenty-seven
assisted
students majoring in health
and physical education. They
will dance examples of folk and
square dancing, and then invite children from the audience
•
to join them as partners.
- Th~ program, a lecturedemonstration, will help the
children to learn to distinguish
between the following dance
forms: folk, square, theater
and modern dance. The performance is presented free of

charge to the schools and
represents part of the thrust of
contact of the college in the
community. It helps develop a
excites
audience,
dance
in
children to participate
dance, and gives RIC students
an opportunity to associate
school
elementary
with
children.
The children are involved
performance
the
before
through material sent from the
Health and Physical Education
department to the teachers.
This material gives an introduction to the dances and
gives samples of the music.
After the program, feedback
from the children is gathered
by their teachers a'nd related to
Dr. Melcer, advisor to the
Rhode Island College Dance
Company.

RIC - BOG
presents

Dave Van Ronk
in concert

i"

••

~

' r(

and Jon Polee
THURS., NOV. 15
8:00 p.m. ROBERTS AUDITORIUM
Tickets

$1.50 with RIC I.D.
$2.50 General Admission

Tickets available in the Student Union in front of the Information Desk from
11: 00 a.m. to l: 00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday, November 12 to November 15.
Also Beacon Shop and Midland Records.

_

-------------------------------------1
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Whatever is presented will be
your own unadulterated ideas.
Barbara Matheson, who will
serve as faculty advisor for the
project, says she wishes to
keep a "very low profile."
Things are beginning tomove quickly already. Dennis
Blackledge plans to stage the
musical "The Fantastiks" on
February 14, 15 and 16. The
'' Anybodys,''
an original
musical work in progress, is
also planned. The need for
artistic cooperation here goes
without saying.
The program however, is not
in any way limited to undertakings of this size. There is
room for projects of all shapes,
sizes, intentions and mediums
of expression. As I said before,
the possibilities are virtually
limitless.
If any of this intrigues you,
or confuses you, come to the
Alumni Lounge Roberts Hall
on Nov. 20, at eight o'clock
(8:00).
Dennis Blackledge and
Susan D'Elia, two students
who have volunteered to help
organize the program, will try
and make it clearer to you.
There will be a number of other
students who have declared
interest in various aspects of
the program to get some feed
back as well. The meeting will
also serve as an open audition
for those of you who wish to
involve yourselves as actors so •
that those people who wish to
be directors may get to hear
you. If you are interested in
this aspect please prepare a
short (two-minute) presentation of your choosing. If you
would rather not do this, but
wish to audition, pieces for you
to read will be provided.
Auditions for "The Fantastiks"
will
be
held
separately.
The idea is enthralling. The
fact that all mediums of artistic expression are encouraged to participate adds
even more to the possibilites of
this flexible program. For a
change experimentation and
growth is the intention.
Remember, eight o'clock on
the 20th. By the way, you won't
be graded so you can't fail.
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New York:
Energy Crisis

Since the beginning of the
energy crisis, the "name
brand" oil companies have
virtually pushed the independent neighborhood gas
station off the block. But the
independents may be on the
verge of a dramatic 'comeback
with a little help from some
. ·-~.~
:-: - ·,
new and important friends.
Iran, Saudi Arabia and other
oil-rich
middle
eastern
Ron Stetson
countries
appear
to be
At last a forum of creative
developing ways to lessen their
expression through the arts is
dependence upon the major oil
emerging on this campus. The
t Photo by Robert 1'l•al 1
monopolies and, in the process,
idea surfaced with members of
to assist the independents.
.Jaime Brockett. a Hoston folk and blues singer. entertained a
-the Theatre Department as
With rapidly escalating stores • receptive crowd last Saturda~-night at Walsh Gym . .Jaime's melodic and
they outlined their goals for
of U.S. dollars available for expressive style has earned him quite a following. not only in Boston. but
this . year's studio program.
in the Hhode Island area. where he plans to do frequent engagements.
investment, these countries
The possibilities for creative
now have on the drawing
artistic expression are virboards plans to build their own
tually limitless and by no
refineries at home and in the prime target for such inJoint planning between the
means restricted
to the
vestments.
United States.
oil independents and the
Theatre Department. It sounds
_Inthe most publicized case, producing countries should
Already major deals bevery exciting to say the least.
tween Arab producers and the Ashland Oil Company, an help everyone but the huge
Generally the idea is exsmall U.S. independents are in independent American firm, companies. The small oil
perimentation. The aim of the
the offing. While oil experts are and the government-owned
concerns have learned that
program is to create an atnot predicting the results at Iranian National Oil Company they can no longer depend upon
mosphere where students can
this point, if th~ deals go announced in July a joint the majors to supply them with
express themselves creatively
through they are certain to venture that would guarantee either crude oil or refined,
in a manner that may be difAshland up to 100,000barrels a petroleum products. To surease the pressure on the badly
ficult in their own departday of crude oil in exchange for vive, they must find outside
mauled independents.
ments. It is open to dancers,
a 50 percent share of Ashland's supply sources and vastly
Traditionally reliant on the
actors, musicians, artists,
and
marketing increase their own refinery
"majors" like Exxon, Mobil, refining
poets, readers of poetry,
operation in New York State. capacity.
and Texaco for their petroieum
directors, scenic designers,
supplies, the smaller comchoreographers,
composers
Rather than an outright
panies have found themselves
Both the oil and the financial
and any combination of the
caught in a deadly squeeze. dollar purchase of Ashland help they need are now
above including those artistic
Desiring the recapture that stock, the Iranians will 'gain available in the Mid-East. As
endeavors I have failed to
part of the market held by the equity holdings in Ashland by the producing countries have
mention. It is for student~ but
independents, the giants of the paying with oil. Announcing taken over part of the
not restricted to students!
industry have suddenly cut the Ashland deal, the Shah of production of their oil fields,
The program
is exback on supplies to all but Iran stated: "This might well . they now can market hundreds
perimental in nature. Original
company owned gas stations. be repeated with other com- of millions of barrels annually
scripts, compositions, dances,
The result, as most con- panies."
without being forced to go
etc. are most welcome.
sumers have discovered, is
According to informed through the big international
Hopefully a relationship of
that "cut-rate" gasoline is now sources,
Saudi Arabia's
oil companies. With oil prices
cooperative creativity may
veh hard to find. If this vise- national
oil
company, projected to reach $7.50 per
emerge between the artistic
like pressure continues, the Petromin, will soon make a barrel by 1975and $10.00per
_fieldsif different projects call
probability is that 1973will see similar move. It will acquire a barrel by 1980,vast new dollar
for a merger of this kind but
the closing of more than 2900 25-49percent interest in a new reserves will be acquired by
individual projects are equally
independent gas stations in the 100,000barrel a day refinery in the producing countries.
welcome.
United States.
.Houston, Texas. The Saudis Current estimates of the U.S.
It is a place for artistic
According to a complaint will join with Pioneer Natural State Department indicate a
growth. It is not strictly perfiled against the oil majors by Gas, Oklahoma Natural Gas possible $40 billion per year
formance orientated so if you
the Federal Trade Com- Company and possibly Phillips outflow from the U.S. to the
have something you want to try
mission, "American
con- Petroleum in the new joint Mid-East by 1980.
out this is the place. If you are
sumers have been forced to venture. Again, the Saudis will
going to fail, fail here, since
pay substantially higher prices supply the crude oil required
Facing balance of payments
this is the place to develop your
for petroleum products than for the refinery operation in a deficits, the U.S. government
artistic abilities. It is a place to
they would have had to pay in a bypass of the giants of the is eager to see some of the
work on your own projects
competitively
structured
industry.
dollars it must spend overseas
instead of suggested ones.
market.''
flow back into the country as
Here is the place where you
The independents' helpless
And the possibilities do not investment capital. The big
can discover if your ideas will
position is reflected in the fact end there. Electric power companies, wielding immense
work. The student will be
that the big eight American oil utility companies are ex- power in government and used
responsible for his own project
companies control 65 percent ploring
cooperative
in- • to getting their own way, may
and standard of presentation.
of U.S. refinery capacity; and vestment possibilities with be disturbed by official efforts
There will be virtually no
the top twenty concerns, more Mid-East oil producers. They to assist their competition.
imposition or interference with
than 90 percent.
understand that as the, oil
the students artistic integrity
The alliance between Mid- shortage intensifies, the big
But fuel shortages and ,
l:> members of the faculty.
East producers
and in- companies which normally balance of payments problems
dependent distributors in the supply them with oil for their may push a usually suppliant
U.S. is a natural one. Both have generators will first take care administration to risk anbeen kept on a tight rein by the of their own needs. So direct tagonizing the big companies.
Western-owned oil giants,
relationships between the Given the increasing U.S.
which until recently controlled utilities and the producing dependence upon mid-eastern
almost all of the middle east oil countries may also make good oil, a more "even handed"
fields and imposed arbitrarily
economic sense.
policy toward the Atab
low prices on producer
countries is now a political fact
Consolidated
Edison
and
countries. But the Arab oil
of life.
other
New
York
utilities
have
states are now fightin'g..back.
recently
made
offers
to·
both
Several have taken over
Authorities have already
the Iranians and the Saudis.
anywhere from 25-100percent
speculated
on the possibility, in
of the foreign oil concessions in They are interested in both the event of massive Mid-East
direct
purchases
of
oil
and
their countries. With ininvestments in the United
creasing control of their own joint construction of a new States, of resorting to a timeproduction, they now can hold •refinery in the northeastern honored protective device.
United
States.
.Details
out a helpful (and profitable)
regarding
other
such
deals
are According to one source: "We
hand to the U.S. independents.
hard to get from close-mouthed may indeed see the day when
Investment opportunities are industry officials. But Martin the United States could
being
sought by the oil coun- Lobel, ex-Administrative Aide threaten to nationalize inoto by W. Collette}
made by oil
Reverend Ennio Cugini (right), a regular columnist for the AN- tries in new "downstream"
.to Senator William Proxmire vestments
producing
states
in this
CHOR, chaired a rather frosty event last Saturday Night. As leader of a facilities
(refineries,
and an early advocate of
group of clergy opposed to all of the items on the R. I. Constitutional
petrochemical
plants,
cooperative deals bP-tweenthe country."
referendum (particularly the provision to legalize state lotteries), he marketing operations) in the
Arabs and the independents,
organized a rally that was to be held at Hope High School. When Mayor
In the short range, at least, it
United
States.
And
the
intold Pacific News that two
Joseph Doorley refused to allow them the space, Mr. Cugini held the rally
is clear that more capital from
dependents,
needing
both
other
major
investment
plans
outside the school (details appear in his column this week, see pg. 5). It
crude oil supplies and refinery are imminent in Louisiana and the petroleum rich states will
was cold and windy and about 50 people, many of them carrying signs,
capacity,
appear to be the North Carolina.
( Continued on P. 14)
were in attendance.

Wow!
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-'Ghost
Dance'
\ lon't.

>

'Ghost Dance' is especially
weak in characterization i its
life and power on the stage are
continually
undercut
by
stereotype.
Predictable
characters make a predictablestory; and when the· story
locale is situated in the
American West, there is an
entire chest of assorted cardboard figures from history and
myth, not the least of which is
the evil white man and the
t-Joble S~vage. Mr, Vaughan's
characters possess a bit more
dimension than that, but not
enough to make them three
dimensional. So concerned as
he is with what his characters
say while on stage, Mr.
Vaughan seems to have failed
to adequately regard just how
they will sound on that stage.
Too much of what they say is
rhetoric, and so instead of
sounding as spontaneous as it
no doubt once was, it comes
across as a rehearsed speech.
This is especially true in the
·character of Sitting Bull. Mr.
Vaughan has written some
beautiful, indeed, almost
poignant lines for the famous
Chief - and the Chief seems to
have coined a good number of
art phrases himself in histime; but taken together and
they all add up to too many
words; they cloy the stage, At
worst, which would be in a
performance less skilled and
less winning
than
Mr.
Kneeland's, Vaughan's Sitting
Bull is almost too garrulous for
comfort. By the end of the play,
his perpetual homilies on all
subjects begin to wear just a
bit. With Kneeland, the pro's
entire personage of solid
characterization is required in
offsetting
much of the
hackneyed Noble Savage
speech Vaughan has stuffed in
his central character's mouth.
It makes little difference
that much of Vaughan's
dialogue for Sitting Bull is the
real historical thing; for
theatre to be a successful
dramatic device, it must be
more than the recitation of a
historical transcript.
This is the major failure of
all of Vaughan's characterization in 'Ghost Dance;' his
characters
are but two
dimensional. They exist in
time and space, but they lack
the emotive appeal that serves
to bridge the gap between the
stage and the audience. They
are 'types,' and types rarely
possess a life which is their
own. It is no wonder they fail to
interest us. On the stage they
function as expressions of
certain attitudes. In this they
are not being false to history,
they merely appear subservient to it.
In terms of some personal
characterization that might
have redeemed such charges,
Mr. Vaughan could have accomplish_e.fl_
a good deal moi:e
with mstwo younger people m
the plot, the Indian doc~or,
Eastman,
and Catherine
Weldon, the Boston liberal. But
Eastman's role is never really
developed in any solid manner.
He remains contradictory and
confused
with his dual
allegiance; and although his
Indian
side
comes
to
predominate in the end, ~is
dilemma is never fused with
the inner workjn_gsof the plot.
Mr: Vaughan has left him
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"LET
US
DISAPPOINT
THEMEN
WHOARE /
RAISING
THEMSELVES
UPON
THE
RUIN
OF
THISCOUNTRY:'
SAMADAMS,
1771
.I..................
.=

We are the Peoples BicentennialCommission.
We're planning a birthday party this country
I □ Yes, I would like the full People's Bicentennial I
will never forget. A second American revolution for
Kit. I have enclosed my check or money order for
our country's 200th anniversary in 1976.
.~mI
Join with us. We'll send you a kit of Bicentennial
materials· for use on your campus or in your
•
I D I am interested i~ knowing more about the - I
community.
Peoples Bicentennial. Please send me your free I
Included are plans for activities and events,
I introductory packet.
:
study guides to America's revolutionary heritage,
I Name _____________
I
posters, pamphlets, buttons, and a year's subI
I
scription to our news magazine, CommonSense.
I
I Street------------The full kit costs $7.00. Or you can get a packet of
our introductory materials for free by sending us
: City _______
State __
Zip --=
your name and address.
Join with the new patriots. Defend the
I Colleae
--=------------■■
■
h
Constitution.

I
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curiously
disattached,
a
tangential figure who hovers
on the side of the stage through
most of the play. And as for
Mrs. Weldon, Vaughan has
presented her as an amalgam
of two different personalities,
and as such she is forced to
play one off against the other.
We are given no idea as to why
she is so personally concerned
about the plight of the Indians,
for like Eastman, she appears
to have been injected into the
plot for the convenience of
adding another voice. Never
does Vaughan allow a glimpse
of why, save as a historical
type, she is injected at all. Her
internal identity left neglected,
she remains on stage a purely
external character.
Mr. Vaughan has also made
a serious blunder in his
treatment of Buffalo Bill; for
here stereotype dips into
sudden caricature, caricature
into burlesque. In the second
half of the play Buffalo Bill
suddenly reappears, and in two
scenes which focus on his
personal mission designed to
talk Sitting Bull out of continuing to allow the Ghost
Dance, he throws us a
burlesque routine which not

only strikes a dead note on the
audience, for it is ineffectual
comedy to say the least, but
also disrupts
the play's
dramatic progression.
The play's settings by
Trinity's Eugene Lee center
upon a bare stage, with a Indian burial structure framing a.
backdrop to the action. One
serious defect in the play's
presentation, however, is the
fact that the stage dips slightly
in the middle, such that all
action plays into the center of
the stage rather than out to the
audience. Also, when an actor
turns and speaks into the
center of the stage, the
audience now behind him, be
they either to left or right, lose
a clear reception of his words.
Costumes for the production
were designed by James
Berton Harris, and although
Bradford Swan of the Journal,
in a coyly patronizing but
hardly critical review last
week, saw fit to call them
'excellent' and 'authentic; they
are, in fact, neither. Starving
Indians, circa 1890,elaborately
covered in buckskin and
colored frills, is somewhat
incongrous.

The Indian dances by Julie
Strandberg and the Dakota
songs by veteran Trinity
composer, Richard Cummings, are very good in their
own right, and serve to pace
the production through its
more serious misfortunes.
More than anything else, the
Indian songs serve to highlight
the separation of the two
cultures at odds in the play.
And a final word on Richard
Kneeland's performance as
Sitting Bull. Regardless of its
occasional verbosity, the role
of Sitting Bull is a strong one,
as brought forward by an actor
of Kneeland's craft. His Sitting
Bull is a wise and proud and
intensely human individual. If
anything holds together. this
unsuccessful play, it is he and virtualiy in a smglehanded
fashion.

Energy' Crisis
( Continued from P. 13)

be invested in U.S. industry
with the approval of the U.S.
government. And ttis is bad
news for the giants of the oil
business.
Already
shaken
by
nationalization
and par-

ticipation plans providing
increased control by the
producing countries over their
petroleum reserves, they must
now face the possibility of
continued competition by the
independents in the retail
gasoline and fuel oil markets of
the United States. And competition is a fearsome word to·
the oil trust since it poses the
threat of reduced ·profits.
How this emerging battle
between the independents and
the major oil companies will be
resolved is not yet clear. The
struggle is one of David and
Goliath proportions, with the
small companies controlling
only a tiny percentage of the
American retail market.
But· like a jack-in-the-box,
the small companies which
have been pushed down by the
giants of the industry may yet
pop up again. For the
American consumer, forced to
accept gasoline price increases
of up to 30 percent in the past
year and faced with heating oil
shortages for the winter, any
possible strengthening of the
independent sector of the oil
industry can only be good
news.
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Who to Boycott
and Why

MONEY

(CPS-LNS) - Gallo Wines is
wine
one of the largest
producers in the nation. It
leads the market in the field of
popular priced wines. In the
Gallo vineyards, farmworkers
work 14 hours a day, seven
days a week for 70 cents an
hour.
Recently, Gallo signed a
contract with the Teamsters
Union. Previously, they had
had a contract with the UFW.
Now, student and community
groups in California doing
support work for the UFW
have called for people across
the country to boycott Gallo
Wines.
The list of wines and wine
products to boycott include:
All Boone's Farm Wines
Strawberry Hill Wines
Gallo Burgundy
Gallo Chablis
Gallo Rhine Wine
Gallo Sangria
... and anything else that has
Gallo on the label.

That'swhereit's at!
DEAR FACULTY AND STAFF,
Like the other two student
publications, our working budget
has been cut. Thus, we are asking
you ( since you do not pay a students'
activity fee and thus do not contribute to our support), to subscribe.
It will cost you S2.50 a year. In return, you will receive 27 issuesof the
ANCHOR delivered swiftly to you
through the campus mail. It's the
best way of finding out what the kids
are thinking,- if at al I.
PLEASE RETURN THE FORM
TO:
THE ANCHOR, S. U. Bldg. or call
exts. 311 or 471.

,\nchor Photo by Jon McNally

inauguration. The medallion
itself will be about 4 inches in
diameter.
The medallion will become a
permanent addition to the
college's ceremonial regalia
three-dimensional
heavy,
and be displayed in an apan
chain of sterling silver
integral part of the medallion. propriate way as the DelSesto
The chain is about three feet Mace is in the college's Adams
long. The center of the Library.
LaFollette
Professor
medallion features the RIC
of the
working
the
esti1?1ated
characteristic
its
with
seal
/~
stylized flame. This portion of 1•1edallionrequired more than
required
has
also
It
hours.
250
enamel.
in
the piece is done
The seal is recessed and a about 30 hours to construct
flange-like circular lip running special tools needed to craft
around its circumference is the 1?1edallion and about 50
engraved with a notation hours went into creating the
ref erring to the Willard design for it.

Medallion Des1gned for
Willard lnaururation
medallion
A presidential
crafted entirely from sterling
silver, called the Willard
Medallion, was presented to
Rhode Island College by the
RIC Alumni Association on the
occasion of the Inaguration of
Dr. Charles Borromeo Willard
cin October 31, 1973.
The distinctive medallion
was hand made by Curtis K.
LaFollette, assistant professor
c,f art. Incorporated in the
design of the 1nedallion is a

_

Name: ________________

_

Dept: ________________
Rm.#:

----------------------

Square Dance
of the New England
president
LEGER,
DICK
Association, will give an all-c!ay workshop Sunday, Nov. 11th in Walsh
the afternoon
for
Gy~, 9-12 and 1-4 p.m. Free. Stipulation: to be eligible
session you must attend the morning session.

******************************************************************

1'hesecouponsand lhree8C:fda1aps
• ca" save you a bundle.
decision. Together with representatives of
industry, labor, other citizens' groups, and
like-minded senators, we recently won passage
of a bill which would create youth and senior
citizen discounts on all domestic flights.
Similar legislation is now pending in the
House.

Your Lobby Needs You

If you've flown recently, you know that a
youth fare bcket costs about 50% more than it
chd last year. By this time next year, youth fares
will be a thing of the past.
Unless you do something about 1!.
That's because the ClVll Aeronautics Board
(CAB) thinks that airlines shouldn't "discnminate"
by charging some people less money for tickets
than other people.
Despite the fact that some people have less
money than other people.
And despite the fact that most of the airlines
believe youth fares should be retained smce
last year, they accounted for over 5 million trips
and $400 million m revenues

To push this bill through, though, your
help is required. Lobbies can aid legislators
when they already see our point of view, but
only an aroused constituent can make a Congressperson change his mind.
So we'd like to encourage you to use the
coupons at the bottom of this ad (or better still,
write your own letter, or send a telegram).
One goes to Cong. John Jarman of
Oklahoma, Chairrrian of the House Transportation and Aeronautics Subcommittee. Ask him to

hold hearings immediately, and support HR 2698,
sponsored by Rep. John Keating and 86 other
representatives. This bill, if passed, will create
discount air fares for both young people and
senior citizens.
The second coupon goes to your Congressperson. Tell him that you expect him to
support HR 2698 or similar legislation. And tell
him that you'll remember how he votes the next
time you vote.

programs. We lobby on legislation which affects
your right to vote, student participation in
university governance, and the minimum wage
you receive for work you do on your Cdmpus.
We'd like you to know more about us,
and we'd like to know more about your needs.
So we are offering memberships to individual
students, and not just student organizations.
They cost $6.00 per year, and include not
only a subscription to our monthly newspaper,
The Student Lobbyist, but also give you an equal
voice in determining the Lobby's position on
issues of public importance through our annual
1derendum. You'll alsoreceive our Voting
Record Poster (suitable for framing) which helps
you keep tabs on your Congressperson, just in
case he hasn't called you in for a briefing lately.
So use the coupons. You'll find the 24<i:
•
well spent.

.And Last, But Not Least ...
The third one goes to us, the National
Student Lobby-the only lobby on Capitol Hill
which protects students' interests and defends
their rights.
We give you a voice on issues which affect
the cost of your education, such as federal
funding of student loan and other financial aid

We Right Wrongs
Shortly alter the CAB's announcement
last December, the National Student Lobby
began a ca.mpdlgn to ovemde the Board's
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The Honorable John Jarman, Chairman
House Transportation and Aeronautics Subcommittee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Jarman
I urge you to hold hearings immediately on HR 2698 and
HR 3859, which would establish discounts for young people
and senior citizens on domestic air routes. I am sure that once
you have considered all the relevant testimony, you will find that
this legislation merits your support.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Signed,

I
I
I

-------------

I
I

The Honorable--------------House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear________

As one of your younger, more vocal, con sti tuents, 1urge
you to support HR 2698 and HR 3859 which would establish
discounts for young people and senior citizens on domestic air
routes. Since such fares do not adversely effect either passengers
paying full fares, or airline profits, I am sure you will find that
merits your vigorous support. I look forward to
this l.,,,.;slation
_,,,.
learning your position on this crucial matter in the very near future.

I
I
I
I
I
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I
I

Signed,

I
I
I

----------'------

I
I

I find your work interesting and would like to lend my
support. Find my'six bucks enclosed D Please send me
information on how I can organize to retain youth fares or work
My name is
on other student issues in my school or community

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

_____________

I

National Student Lobby
413 East Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20003
D'ear Folks,

O

___
_____
___________

and I live at --f attend school at-----

J am also concerned about

the following issues. --------~~---

-------------

..·····················~···
·······~~-··············· ········~···~~·········
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is sponsored

This petition

by Citizens

for Impeachment

National Executive Committee
P .0. Box 762, Annex Sta~ion, Providence, R.I. 02901
I

We the people who care to form a more perfect wiion, must begin to examine the essential ingredient
which will insure that freedom, integrity, and credibility ·wm not become merely empty works in a living
consititution.
We the people who care, must begin to seek out those in power who threaten American ideals with
corruptive and dishonorable government.
We the people who care, must assume an active role in obliterating such corruptive forces, so that
American dignity will emerge once again.
We the people who care, feel that the present-day events necessarily dictate an ineffectual term for .
the current President of the United States. We also feel that now, more than ever, we must have a President
who can and will implement programs in order to bring together the peoples of our nation.
We the people who care, no longer believe in the "honor" or "integrity" of this President. We feel that
in order to survive as a nation, we must have a man in whom we can believe.
We the people who care, feel that the only solution to our grave problem is to relieve the President of
•
his duties. Impeach Mr. Nixon.
If you are a person who cares, do more than pay-lip-service to your grievances. Help us to rebuild the
fallen image of the Presidency. Together, we shall turn away from a 1984Society and bring the nation back
to its people.
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